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1

SertiOn 823 of the Education Amendments of,1974 (PL 93-380)

'
require-S a thorough study of:the manner in which the

Ilative measure of poverty for use in the financial

a istande program, authorizedby Title I of the Elementary

and' Secondary Education-Act of'19055,-may-b'e-more accurately

and currently developed.

PREFACE

,\
\

.That financial assistance rogram is administered by the. Commissioner

Of Education, through the.0 ice of Education, Department ofHealth,
Education, and WWare: An important feature is the use of a formula
prescri_by,S4Ction 103 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

for,the annual distribution of Federal funds to school districts. A

significant factor in the formula is'the number of school-aged children
5 ta/7iih:pbor families,within each school district. The-pleasureof

poverty which is used, and which is the subject of the studymandated

by Section 823, is the Federal government's official statistical definition

of poverty (also knownas the Orshansky, OMB, Census Bureau,, or Social

Security poverty lines).

Other work related to poverty measurement has been called for in

recent legislative acts. In the Comprehensive enployment and Training

Act, the Seeretary,of Labor isdirected to develop and maintain compre-

hensive hourhold budget data at different levels,of living, incldding,

a "leVel of adequacy." Any,such review of the level ofadequacy must
necessarily be closely related to measures of poverty. The Housing and

CommunitY Development Act of 1974 gives th-Sedretary of HUD authority

to adjust the poverty measure to reflect lOcal-variations'in the cost

of living. The Conference Report accompanying it directs the Secretary

to develop or obtain data with respect to the "extent of poverty" by

metropCitan_areas and to submit such data to the Congress as part of

a March 31, 1977; report.
*c.

Because of the broad scope of the subject matter, coverage of the

'Study of the measure of poverty mandated by Section 823 of the Education

Amendments of 1974 was extended to 'include implications of the study

findings for the poverty. - related programs of all affected Federal

departments and agencies. The Title I program'of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act was given the most detailed treatment, to meet

the legislatively-mandated specifications for the study as well as to

serve as a primary example of application of the concepts of poverty

measurement to Federal programs. The findings of the study are published

i
in a report entitled, "The Measure of Poverty." An important objective

. of the study was full discussion and documentation of the major elements

of currently applied and potentially usable poverty measures. Material

containing essential supporting documentatiOn for the study was assembled

as technical papers. These have been written to stand alone as complete

technical treatments of specific subjects.

-vii
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The stud': was performed under the direct guidance-of a Poverty
r
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. CONCEPTUAL S

Defining and measuring-
Federal government tor Amor
,amount of Federal fu
definition used b
examine the w

are
e,gover

poverty thr

Po

ION
I

y ,has been an explicit task of the
an a decade. -Because a donsiderable

disbursed on the basis of the main pociert:
nment, it is important per iodically to
esholds are' established, .

. . ..-
this paper a main'concern 'is the comparison of the present

icial poverty definition with a relative measure of .poverty defined
aS ohe-half median family income. The comparison is made both concep-
tually and empirically and. these two aspects comprise the two major'(
parts of the paper. Within the firs_part, the conceptual section, ?..

we- discuss issues common to both poverty 'measures ,as well as the mea-', ., .

sureS_therns, Vves. Readers who are less interested in backgrouild',---7, t,
isSues,'sudh as defining income; niay_wish-t-e-strip----parts of the-Coneep-
_tual settion. Ne____,,xtirl-the-erpiiical section, we use both poverty

. _st .arils-to-elfamine the extent arid incidence of poverty.. Particular
emphasis i, givenoto geographic 'comparisons' in the incidence of
pOverty among families and how the incidence has vjaried between 1967
and 1-974. In additionKwe focs\on how the choice .between measuring
family income on a national versus. state average; affectsthe_gerr
graphical distribution -)f _relative poverty: Such decilions it is
shoran,-,have-:si-griffICant implications for the distribiitiOri of Federal
funds based on poverty standards. The paper assumes some familiarity
.with, -the Federal government's official statistical poverty measure._ °

: ReaderS might wish to refer to The Measure-sof Poverty, a report---'-
- prepared by an Ipteragendy Poverty Studies Task Force_for -additional

/ --
, information on this subject.

ThiS paper was prwa;ed as a technical paper` to that report to_

provide further aabotalt on -the subject' of relative versus abs,r)
. lute Overty measures. Some conceptual material common to all poverty

measures is repeated here'for the sake of completeness and because-Of--
_the- high degree of relevancy-to the subject at haM..__

Selected Issues in Defining Porverty--
./

Poverty can be defined in economic ,terms or in a social or cul-
tutal context. In this inquiry we, examine only the former. Within
economic definitions of poverty two central questions are: (1 -How
is the poverty standard established ?, (2) How does it vary over',time?
Depending on how one answers these- questions, a relative-or an abso-

_, lute definition of poverty can be established. In the extreme, ;these
definitions reflect, respectively, concern for relative deprivation
and minimal consumptiqn- needs. In-either case a convenient method
'of measuring poverty involves a measure of income, e.g., a persbn
is.poor if_his_income-for a period is below that considered adequate
for minimal needs or he is poor if his income is below a certain per-
centNe of the average income for his community. Defining-and mea-
suring income is thus central to defining and measuring, poverty.

1
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:Defining Inccere,
f

, -

, , I

Because, as will be seen, relative poverty Measures are based"

n= orevatking income and consumption levels, it is ulsef to'iexgmine

various concePts and probleMs associated with measuri Inc e.:, %,

The-diicussion that follows is an-attempt to draw t ethe i iriflarm--,#

ally, selected issues involved in defining, income s ce, ese issues,

.if. poor -c tints are determined by income \thresh6ids Mal alter poor,

'll

counts. any of these ssued are also disCUSd in' the main 134,43-7"/
report, e Measure of Poverty in Severalti- nical _papers-

which accompany thatitenorti We .f itst de4elop a/theoretical income

tk.°

definition and the mpare this incomes concept with theTE6tal

money, income conce Used by the/censUS: , . ___,-'----

. ' .?
.

Tao theoreycal approaches tok-thetprOblemtbf, defining income

have been dev o . The -kitst ,approach 1s-from the public finance
....

literature 'err'

approa
adjus
nes :,

come fOr- a

nd.' more cUridir with' ability In this-

l` benefits are Oct usually considered,vin making tax

tweerrAndiVi' als so as-to achieve a degree ,of

reating:equa y situated persons alike. In thiS -case,

year would. e the sum pf received wages, ,interest,,

ak
nts/

rents,-Aividends, /entrepreneurial income, and net income)gai

-but*Uld not include/the,.cash value of food stamps
received or

he/health hazardS-associated-with, for instance, -air pollu ion.

A Second theorefical'aPproach to income definitions-it-don erned

with-ability' t consume. Both approaches are concerned w.a-i(nany

a;
/OE-thesame is ues, but it is t be second One that' is more directly

ali5-ed- with n attempt td, mo-asdre 'poverty. For ,ins6afic_, .economist:

Sir John R. Hicks has "written: / it

..
,

,

The purse of, income ca;culations ili.,practical affairs
----__ 1

.

is to Five people an And cation o£ tide amount which they

can consume without i erishing, themselves. -.Following

out this idea, it would seem that we, ought to define a

maed/ incomes the pa mum value he can consume during- a

week,/ and*still expect to-be-as well off at the end- of the

/Week Zs he was at. the eginning. 2/

A

Whe er or not one'a rees with -Hicks' obser-vation _regarding the

pufpose of measuring: inc e, the Main analytical problem is. how 'to

derive from his abstrac ion an operational definition of income.

/
__.- ,,,

knumber of _specific 1 ues must be addressed in any such attempt'

These/include: the t - period. over which income is measured, when/

income is measured, ral issues which may -Lediuire income to be /1

eltimated,or impu oice of reporting:unit,/ and family size / ,

.1----;- adjustments. This list of issues Is- sdiective,! yet touches on most

of the major conceptual problems in defining 'ncome. Measurement

problems, especially i come underreporting, re obviously related,

.but are not Systematic lly discussed here. /

/
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lA io arbitraiily selects week as'a time unit, yet there
eason why one'coUld not refer to_monthry orfto annual income

indeed, to even a lifetim Note_tha-t/we refer to the week as
the time unit in which we ea imate income, or thb.-"accountable

, 'This is -not the s- le 0 how/Often,we measure income, or
the;"acCountihg period". 3/ Cnnsidei an example involVing earnings;
a,component of_ -income. one (worker receives $10 per day on a daily
basis or 20 days'a mon and 4/Second worker receives $200 per month
on a monthly basis, m sured income could vary between the workers .

if-they!were asked at earnings they had received in the last dav,
ormeeki ,But, if'asked for last month,there would be no
difference. g related issue is when income. is received, or more
exacqy when'the,receiPt of income and/payMent of expense is

-cOrded:i In the example,cited.," if the, person receiyes each
day hisipay.of $10, per- day, his earnings for a 20 day month u'uld
Oilit#200., If the second worker peiforms his job.bne month
but is Paid his $200 two month's later, should-the income and any
-- expenses of.wOrker two be countedfOr the month the ash is-re-' '

ceived, a cash basis; or shoUld the net income be 4sociated with
the month/in which the 'income was earned, an accrudl.:iasis.

Point is,that income is a dyndmic'Cohcept whiCh implies
a flOw of-netreceiPts over time.; If there are no-changes over :-

time'50 relative prices end interest rates and if the flOw of re-
ceipts is fixed, a first'sincome definition is the' capitalized

' Value o4 prospective receipts. Tf we vary the length of the
accountable period, then income may vary directly (more receipts)
And indirectly.(litely changes in interest rates and relative

;.prices). If the,latter change, income is the, maximum amount one/.
can consume in One period and Still expect to consume the same,'
amount in each ensuing-period. 4/ '

Ǹ,
_ ./

In the discussion of other issues in &fining income, such
as the imputed income from assets, it will be shown that the
Choice of time period is a'general issue that affects other in-
come componehts. In fact, it might be arg -A that time /is the
most important aspect in"defining income because a future receipts
.concept of income recognizes both the Tutu.e consumption potential
of a present investment and the inherentarbitrariness of defining
income in relation to a particular slice-of chronological time. 5/

Es

_

Ex Ante Versus Ex Post Medsurement-

To_the perceptive reader, it is probably clear/
bY'nOw that the

writer 'has focused exclugively on potential consumption as estimated'
prior to the beginning of a time unit. If. poverty is defined accord-
ing to ,income level,-do_we define a person as poor if he is ex. cted_
to be poor or whether he'has been poor? The Lwo are related.,, ut-are
separate concepts_which haTeETTriificant programmatic implications.
Attention to ex,ante or proSpective income repbrting is-consistentmowNION.

3
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with- thwtheoretial goal of predictingeconoMic
behavior based on

individual income expectations.
Strictly speaking, Hick's income...,

definition is an ex ante concept ause income is what a person,

cah,,expect to,conIlig-Ed be as well f£ after the period as Jefore

the per
said aboUt whether or not these indi=i

vidual exPectation's are actually realized Yet, the p,sibility

eXistO that actual receipts may have exc ed_or fallen below

-. -Predicted receipts.
This Windfall gain o loss, when used to ad-

just income ex ante, is called income el -St, the-latter-equals--________

consuMptionrarEgPital accumulation
and can be measured only at

the end. of-the accountable time period. For purposes of social

accounting, income ex postas preferred because it is objective.

In-such= a mariner, historical economic progress can be measured fOr a

[nation. However, to the extent ex post income contains a consump-

:tipn estimate, based oa subjective price estimates, if tooretains

--a-degree:of subjectivity. For purposes of easing the- plight of

persons currently
poor, income ex ante may, be preferred,'especial-

ly if the accounting period length particular program goals.

.1

I

Having established that income varies
accordingto the length

-ofthe time period account-I, we should point out that there are

several opinions regarding what time period shod be used. At

one extreme are anti-poverty program neels whic. ,re based'on short-

rim income reporting of
less'than one year. Recall problems

associated with measuring
income may be reduced by shorter.

periods, or more accounting
periods., Yet, wide swings in income

level-with'annual reporting
involved-considerable changes in

'Poverty counts 6/ and periods_less than one year will presumably

have even wider swings.. Some economist:,, notably Milton Friedman,

believe that the individual's permanent', or long-run income, is the

most important determinant of current consumption potential. Life-

time income, properly
discounted, maybe one extreme of a permanent-

income measure. In this report, we focus on annual income because

the'availability of annual data.

ImputedIncome: The Valuation ,of Goods and Seprices

A second issue in measuring income concernd'individual esti-

mation of prices: There are/several
aspetts to this issue and two

are discussed here.
Implied-in the above conceptual definition is

the idea thatthe individual obtains price information in perfect-

-markets, to
u'si-45.1fiohsepied quantities of goods and services so

as to.calculate an expectation of future receipt value. But,

there is no-reason for i dividual perceptions to'be accurate or

consistent betWeen one rson and another. Also, there is no real

reason for perfectAarl et conditions to operate and, if they did, '

tO-Provide, rdgu4i4Thand globally, relative price information

without cost.
Therefore,e are forced in some sense to accept the

concept that individual income depends, on, individual preferences

and expectations. This dependence,
however, is quite an,unfortunate

state'of affairdtfor social income accounting.

4



ler the problemsi of estimating-the value of eco is

activities and'compensation in-kind. The former may Linclud so-

called.non-darket activities such :as raising vegetables, cu ting ,

-one's hair, or teaching one's children. Such activities ma in-

-crease the level of one's, consumption, and hence increase o e's
income. Yet, the issue in question is the amount of incom in-

crease. Is time spent teaching a-child to be valued in ter of a

tutor`s`wa 0 If vegetables raised in one's garden are va ued at,
market Prioes, should a value be attached to shrubs or tr s grown
at- home ? Leisure time itself may have value in terMST-6f-Ebregone .

-earnings, yet what amount of non-work time i&leisure and what
is required to restore the body and maintain good health? Also,

, what is theappropriate wage to use in yaluing leisure? Whether
a hOusewife.doesn't work for'wages because she considers the

-valueof her time at home above the labor market wage or whether-
she doesn't work because.she lacks the-skill and, experience to be
offered a market wage is very difficat.to determine. /et, each
alternative implies,a different value of leisure time. 1/ Other
types:oflecOnomic activities which enhance individual consumption,
but, contain problems of estimation, include the broad range of
government-sponsored services such as public education and other
public goods which/may nothave exact and direct substitutes in
the private sector.

Similarly consider the problem of compensation -in -kind.
Simons relates-a tale by Kleinwachter which is relevant. 8/
Two military officers of the same rank receive the same, cash pay.
The first officer is stationed in the field, the second assigned
to the prince's castle. The latter receives fine food, pleasant
quarters, and accompanies the prince to the'opera.*'Thus, one might
argue that the effective income of the second officer exceeds that
of his counterpart. By estimating values of his in-kind compen-
sation, one.might even attempt to compute cashequivalent values
.for these,gbods and services and add these_values to his cash
income. But wait, suppose the second officer hates opera and is
aliergio to the feather bed on which he must sleep. How then is

hiS income' estimated?

The situation is nearly' hopeless because it is so, subjective.
Indeed,. if one shifts attention to the current American scene,
what is the best way to estimate the value of the variety of in-
kind economic activities and in-kind compensation which indiiiduals_
and their ;families enjoy? The main point to this discdssion of

is to suggest that a single, theoretically preferred,
income concept may not have an exact and objective empirical
Counterpart. An important= study that' did, to estimate
income7augmenting aspects of several economic activities is
that. by Ismail Abdel-Hamid Sirageldin. -Results indicated that
full income, definedto include market and non-market output,
is distributed more equally than money income. That is, persons
with low money incomes tend to produce more non- market goods and

5
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. services than high income persons. More explicit poverty impli-

,'
catidhsehowever, were not developed. 9/

A second aspect to the problem of price estimation concerns

comparisons between-teal and money income. Consider, for example,

regional cost-of-living differences. Assume two consumers living

in two regions who have very similar tastes and initially have the

same nominal income, and face the same set of average retail prices;

that is, they consume the same bundle of goods and services. If

over time, average retail prices rose in one region faster than

the second region, other factors being equal, the-real income

of consumers in the first region, will have fallen relative to

real income in the second region. The exact nature of such changes

is mainly empirical,and little evidence exists to date on changes

in regional price differentials. Airecent study did find evi-

dence that changes in prices for similar goods differ between

regions, whch'suggest that differences exist in real incomes

between regicit. 1U/

presumably, the original Hicksian income concept implies no

money illusion. -That is, if moneyincomes rose in the same pro- )

--Portion as the increase in prices of goods, consuMetsVould not

be fooled into believing themselves better off.

Imputed Income: Assets

. -- __- .

,

Intothe ex post equals consumption pluS-the-chanaes---in the

value)of the individual's wealth. Excluding human capital

divide wealth into physical and financial assets. The former may

also bile considered. consumer
durables because they are goods which

are -not totally used or)destroyed within the accountable period.

Recall that income is not the maximum amount an individual can spend

in a time period. Rather, it is the maxirwm amount he can consume

andexpett to be as well off after as-he was before the time period.

If some consumption is ff0M consumer durables purchased in a pre-

vious time period, then consumption may exceed expenditure in a

period. If expenditures are made withinthe time period;-thenr

consumption may be below expenditures. The issue is how to value

the consumption of consumer durables when three problems arise:

their time of acquisition may vary, their time-rate of utilization

and wear May vary,, and the market for used consumer durables may not

yield precise price information. 11/

Consider the case of OWner-occupied houses. One argument

*
calls,for imputing a rental value and adding that value to the income

of a person who lives in a home which he owns. The rationale is

that he consumes in a period a flow of house services from a house

purchased in--a previous period.', By considering the rental price

for similar houses one can estimate the increment to the home owner's

consumption. Of course, if one' is to impute a *flow of service value,

en one should also consider the costs of maintaining this service

. 1
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flow so as to arrive at a new value of house consumption services.
However attractive this step might be from a conceptual standpoint,_
the inherent costs and administrative feasibility of such a procedure.,
would certainly have,to be carefully examined.

Consider next financial assets. These may yield a cash flow
in the form of dividends or interest that should be added to individ-
ual income. In addition, the market price of the asset may:change
between the beginning and the end of the period. Because the change

the value of an asset in one period may, affect consumption in
that and subsequent peridds, the amount of the value change should
be added to (or subtracted from) our definition of income ex post.

A similar value change may occur for some physical assets
due to shifts in relative prices for used assets and due to
difference between assets in expected length of use. Moreover,
the individual May at some time during the period sell all or some /7

of the-finandial or physical assets he had acquired previously.
The capital gains from such a transaction should also-be included/
in an income ex post definition.

A central problem to Imputing a value to assets is, thuS,
selecting what is-an appropriate time period in which the asset
is held. Taussig and WeisbrOd -Hansen assume that the family' sells
and consumes net worth evenly over its expected lifetime. /But how

. is the expected lifetime determined? Also, is a smooth annuity
return a reasonable. assumption for all assets?

Jointly considering these three income aspects of physical
and finahaial assets involves a considerable amount of administra7
tive judgment and-expertise, as well as a current and regularly
updated set of prices. The New Jersey and rural income maintenance

'-- experiments did attempt to consider questions of imputed income from
assets, capital utilization rates, etc. Based on these attempts
one author concluded that overcoming these judgment problems may
Create more problems than are solved. 12/ Instead, it may be pref-
erable simply4to consider the income increment from _physical
and financial assets as equal to a designated yield, such as an.
assumed rate of interest times the value of.the stock of assets.
Different yields may bp.preferred for ,different classes of assets.
The feasibility of this alternative is probably greater than the
tedious set of steps described above and the amount of judgment
involved may not differ very much. -Either alternative, however,
might be preferred to the census practice-of not Including much of
the income from assets.

'Imputed Income: ,Transfers and Gifts

Non-market exchanges of cash or goods and services between
economic units may alter their ability to consume and, thereby,
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to alter their income. Some may argue that tranSfets, regardless

of whether they occur between a government and an individual or

between two individuals,
should'not be included in an income ..

'definition because they represent no net gain to society: 13/

Others point out that including gifts in an income definitiOn

might cause rich donors to give less to poor persons because the

latter with higher incomes will have higher taxes. 14/ Yet on '

equity grounds, there is no reason to'exclude gifts and transfers

from an income definition. To the recipient, there is no dif-

fetence in the incremental consumption
enabledbyteceipt of

cash from a family member, a check from a welfare office, or a

.
check from the individual's .employer. A,related problem' is the

estimation of income from.public transferth as well as adjustments

for the, priVate costs of these transfers.

Imputed Income: Taxes and Government Benefits

It is generally-agreed
,th'at-\the ability of .the family to

.consume, or family,well-being, is\petter
measured after taxes are

paid than income,beforetaxes,
Goi(ernment benefits do enhance

Well=being, but the distribution of\benefits-isnot-assuMed to.

be reflected in any regular fashion by the distribution"of govern-

. ment taxes. 15/ :Ideally, we wouldlike after-tax income combined

with governMEt transfers, yet several probleMs exist. First, )

exactly how are all paid taxes to be estimated when so many dif-

ferent types of taxes are,paid to Fedetalt state; and local govern-

ments or their agents? Fdt example, one may agree that Federal

income tax payments should be subtracted from 6ifore-tax income,

yet the Internal Revenue Serviee definition of a tax unit is not

exactly the same as the census definition of a family unit. In

order to subtract IRS takes from census money income, comparable

'reporting'units need be defined. Also, the IRS concept of taxable

income is distinct from the census money income concept. 16/

Similar problems may exist with other types, of taxes paid.

On the benefit side, some government transfer payments such

ag Social Security benefits, Unemployment Insurance payments;----'`

and various public assistance programs such as Aid to Families

with_pependent Children,,or Supplemental Security Income can simply

be added to money income befure-transfers. For other types,of

government benefits, substantial measurement problems exist ;.n

estimating exactly the value of government services. What is the'

exact value of national defense, street light provision, and

Kenngdy Center concert subsidies? A.rou§h guide in this matter

is that when private sector alternatives exist, such as food stamps,

Medicaid, etc., estimates may be made-of the valile to the individual

ofan in-kind government
transfer. 17./_ When no private sector sub-

stitutes exist for government expenditures, such as manpower

training or public,goods,estimation.of the income contribution is

moreiproblematical. 18/ Thus, we see that achievihg the ideal
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'goal of-after-tax, after-transfer incoe may require a consider-

,

able amount of intermediate effort and judgment. 19/

Choice' of Rel5orting Unit

. The above discussion has been made in terms of an individual.
Howevet, recent economic theories of consumer behavior have stressEd

the family as .the appropriate unit of analysis. Conceptually, the
impqrtant issue involves several persons within a family "pooling"

.their economic resources (including time). 'Because pooling ig-the

key to the formation of an economic unit, ideally a family could be
comprised of any group of individuals who live together and p)ol
economic resources, responsibilities, and activities. Note that

this concept,of a family is distinct from the census-defined re-
porting unit of two or more related persons living in a household!i-

Equivalent Incade .

The definition of income we discussed above, consumption plus
capital.accumulation, was developed in terms of a single ihdivid7

ual. Having next suggested that the preferred unit of analysis;,
is the economic family, we are confronted with the problem of how,
to compare the incomes of families of different_sized. For example,

if two families are similar in many aspects, includin4 the same
income, but differ in family size, an argument could be made that
the members of the larger family are less well-off than members of
the smaller unit because of the disparity in available loer-capita
consumptions. Hwohe answersAhe question of what is an equivalent
income for families of different size is mainly an empirical issue,
Still, tIle issue has impfications with regard to poverty measure,:

ment. In the empirical section we again-refet to the question a-
*equivalency scales in measuring income.

---. A main conclusion we come to in this section is that a simple
operational definition of income which would be accepted by many
economists would be the sum for a period of cash received, non-
cash receipts which affect potential consumption, and the ex post_
value of the services from the Odividual's stock of physical and
finariCial assets. The cash portion of income is thus,wages,
including wages from owned bUsinesses, rents, dividends, interest,
and'cash transfers. In addition,. some value for non-cash transfers
non-market economic activity, and imputed yields assets would be

included. Gifts should be added. Taxes should be subtracted from
this gross income figure and income equivalents computed for.e6O7
nomic families of differing sizes and locationS. Finally, incomes
should be qbusted for,price changes over time and space.

This conceptual definition of income is less complex than it
could be because-several issues are not addressed. These include:
(a) differential inflation adjustments of the components of income
such as the choice of the proper inflation weight in determining'

9
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1apltaIvgains on an asset sold t the end of the period; (b) a0Count-

,Perio4,adjustmentS for asst acquisition (or asset sales) made

dur-ing-the reporting period, 10-accounting period' adjustments to

distinguish, realized' versus accrued income, (di service flows-from

stocks -,of human capital not/already counted
invages'and salarieS,

and- (e)-' life-cycle effects/that influence the variability of income

.measured over a long periOr- These refinements are beyond the

tOope:=of-this paper. Still"; the definition.inclUdes the essential
OMPOnents sf income and as - such will serve as a benchmakk agaihSt

-which to judge-how incOle.is measured in government reporting.'

Comparing Conceptual Income with Income as Measured

by the Census

At present, the practice of the Bilreau,,of the Census is 0

develop a statistical measureofannual money income as detereitned-

either by the March Current Population Survey (CPS) or the Decd
nial *sus. The measure indludes the 'sunrof earnings, self -'

employed income, Social Security and publ=ic assistance payments

dividends, interest, rent,-unemployment insurance and workmen's

compensation, pension_payments, alimony and ottier regular co

butions from persons not in the household.

How-do these measures of income compere .;,,it the concept/ al

definition we outlined above-and how are potty measures th's

affected? 2d/ - First, the link betweeriAneame and poverty is the

emphasis orlConsuMtion in,the Hicktian income definition. Thet-

is, the neoclassical theory of consumer choide,mases a budget-or

income-constraint to separate all consumption,dombinations'nto=

attainable and unattainable bundles.of goods; Poverty may hus:

;be defined as the inability of a spending unlit to command suffi-

cient income-generating resources so as to be able tosOnsgMe what

society considers a Minimally adequate bund,1e of goods ang,services.

How one measures income is thus very central to how one measures
.

poverty. 4).
'

.

. ,,

,:.
.

,',;
,

i.,

.

,.

,

. '
. ,

S

/To the` extent that it' is important tb define.povertAccord-

ing/to an ability to consuMe, the census/income data are-areinade-

quate means of counting poor persons for several reasons. First,

not adjusting income-to reflect values Of service from )assets may

bias-upward measures of poverty counts/ especially the/number of

,aged poor. Similarly, capital gains ehNosses shauldibe included:

/Secondlyvirregular income is totally excluded which dnderesti-

. mates income. Insurance benefits ar -a cape in point; Thirdly,

after tax, not before tax, income should be used to measure ability'

to consume; however, the census ind 'e measures are available only

-with'income before taxes. To further complicate matters; the

census addS TEZ7glue,of cash transfers to the pre-tax income. ,

Tranefet payment inclusion may bp approptiate if taxes, especiefil-

income,taxes, are also included;' but, to blend pre-tax income with

transfer payments overestimatesiactual income. A fourth prOblem
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agAhatthe censuS_InCOme definitions exclude non-cash transfers.
C early free medical assistance, food stamp bonuseS,,housing'youchers,

_ payments, and school lunches enhahce*one's range of consumer
tiOhClioices and should, therefore, be intluded in an ihcomedefini-

%Also,'employer-paid fringe-benefits should be indluded.:
Final4,-,home-prcduced goods and non-market services are not in-
öiUin the income definitions: If poverty is defined
.asEUVihg insufficient income to consume what Society considers
aMihimally-adeguafe basket of goods, then a definition of income
.6h0Old be used which adds the value of in-kind goods and services
-redeiVed*-,-by the individual (or family) tohis'money income.

e,:problem is how to value economic non-market activities and
-:COmpentation and transfers in-kindc

We have listed a,number of probleMa_with the income data
-c- Urrently'available from census surveys. (Measurerrent problems

. __

shortages preclude immediate adjustments in7the offi-
tial'income measure to account for many of the above issues.

en/ling-Poverty in an Absolute or Static Sense g, _

Earlier we defined poverty as lacking the means to enjoy
a potential consumption level at least as gieat as that,deeted
miniMally.acceptable to 8ociety:: In this country, direct" -
consumption-based poverty thresholds are developed by extending
normative food plans. As we shall see, there are a'number of
Methodological problems with this approach. KeY'aspects in the
discussion in this section will be who sets the_standard,,how
o they set the standard, and whether variations are Made over

. _

A,first absolute defi nition of-poverty is-that obtained by
choosing a certain Constant dollar value to serve as,a poverty

1 standard to compare with a reparting_unit's measured income.
Such a-measure is invariant over time, at-at-least invariant over
the short run until ,a new standard is set. As we-Shall-see in a
later section, poverty thresholds set in this manner are stfIrT--
used today to distribute Federal funds. The primary advantage
pf such absolute poverty standards is that they are convenient,

-4asy to reproduce, and fairly easily understood. Yet, such stan-
dards are conceptually crude and.arbitrary. AdjustMents in this
poverty standard for family size and other needs criteria are
usually ignored. These reasons preclude serious advocacy of such
abSolute measthres on other than practical grounds.

A second absolute poverty standard, one that is more preva-
lent in the poverty literature, is'that associated with attempts
to determine the cost of a physiologically-determinea-minimum
bundle of §cods and services. Presumably, such a bundle of needs
is relatiXrely invariant over time. The main problems with this
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Areature are the-choice-of items to include in the bundle and how

=- 6-_kee0=current the cost of the bundle. There have been-several'' ''

aftiemOts to_establish poverty standards using scientifiCtech-

. -nicides to derive -the bundle- of goods or
market basket..,

. ,

One of the first attempts to set an absolute poverty sten-

-dart:I-based on a market basket was that of the American nutritionist,

-Atwater. His turn-of-the=centuryexperiments.sooght
to identify-'

ithat-Minimal dietary level offood that would result in no weight

:gain -or weight ldss% He performed tests on American convicts

,-1F_order to arrive-at sueh dietary intake levels in caloric

. _values. The' Englishman, BenjamiS. Rowntree, extended Atwaters

work* determining the market value of the-food-:required-tO

achieve the minimum requirements. Rowntree's step enabled him

to derive a low-cost
food,plariwhich served as the basis for his

definitiOn.of poverty. 21/

-.There are several problems with subsistence--food based

pOverty-definitionFirsei thO obvious con0OquenCes of failing

to achieve such--Slandarde make this a very short-run ptiVetty

concept whidi'holds'a:mainly historical importance for relatively

developed nations. Secondly, there-can arise wide variation be-

tween- experts regarding exactly how to measure-nutritional ade-

quacy; there are an infinite number of dietary combinations'and-

'-costs that yield a specified number of calories Furthermore,

exactly how to make equivalency adjustments to reflect sex, age,

regional-price-of-food differentials, individual-activity-level,.

etc.,, -is another problem area.
NeXt, many observers feel that-a

subsistence food level is an inedequate'standard on which-to baSe

a pciverty definition. .The,crieicism is generalized to any food-based -

standard. Explicit consideration should also-be given to-minimum

levels of other goods and services such as-housing, clothing, medical

assistance, andlyen education. Thus, one can conceive of an entire

range of market - basket-based poverty standards. In spite of"these

:problems, the present Officiel Federal statistical, poverty defini-

tion can,be,viewed in some sense as an extension of the Rowntree

methodology. However, this extension includes famiWtype_adjlIst-

ments, normative (not
subsistence) food plans, annual'CPI price

adjustments and indirect consideration of other goods-via inflating -

food plan costs. -

A'_"Relatively Absolute"'Poverty:Standard

- The current official poverty definition might be called'a

"relatively absolute" standard because it is'absolute inthe short

run in real terms and relative over the longer'run as food plans

and-other components change. The methOdology for- the official

poVettyctandard was developed :-by Mollie Orshansky in the mid

1960's. 22/ 'Basically', .the standard involves
pricing ,a variety

of normative family food plans developed, in part bythe Depart-

t of Agriculture. These food'plan6 reflecting individual
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tuo eguacy intake levels, "economies of scale" for

increag ,family size, adjustments for age and sex of family head,
arm-ve_ rsus nonfarm residence, are multiplied by three on the

inpt thattood will.equal one-third of the total budget.
ia-welI,,known'ratio was derived from data obtained in one week

14 5; .ther average ratio of food expenditures to after-tax in.:-
_families with at least two persons was one- third..) - These

tments result in 124 different poverty thresholds depending on
size, type, and location, By comparing family_ incase data

rom ,March CPI to the poverty thresholds, official.poverty
ccon s are-obtained: /

. .

eficy Scales in the Current Official Standard

An-important element in Orshanskle.s poverty thresholds is the-
ationship between the various 124 poverty threshOlds. For

je, in 1973, a male-headed, nonfarm lamilY of four tersons
two children had a poverty:threshold of $4,05 whereas a:,

second four-krson family with one child-, ba-otherWide identical,
-a povertythreshold_efL$4,666. Presumably, consumptiOn needs

_e two-families are such at incomes Of the two familiet are'

equivalent. Table 1 pretents a hatrix of income-equivalent per-

,Oentages. The four-person, nonfarm family with two children and a

male household head base family with a seale factor of 100.

Replacing one child with'.,an adult increases'the scale factor to

104 which implies that a poverty-threshold for the second family
is-about 4 percent abovethatlor the base family.-41hemain factor
contributing to equivalency scale adjustments is familmize.
These_mainly refl the cost of food for families of different,

sizes (and com ion).

The rticular food plan chosen by Orshansky was ariginaliK
devised for families of two or more persons from apePartment of
AgriOulture 1955 Survey of Food Expenditures and,previohs work
done,by the National Research Council on adequate caloric intake per'1.--.

person. Orshansky generalized the food.garis to fit "representative
familytypes." The underlying eguiyaleddy Standards thils refledi

estimates of equivalency in food-intake. Families of three or more

were poor'if their income was less than.tht4e times the

economy food plan. For families of two, the multiplier Was not 3

but 3.6, the inverse of 27 percent of after--;tax?Income spent of- food.

In situations where no fobd plan cost. estimates were available such

as far one-person Units, Orshansky had-to mane an assumption, viz.,
that the food cost equivalent was 80 percent'of that for,a two-

_person family. the one-person adjustment Was made subjectively.
Both one-persbn and two-person adjustmentS were intended to capture.
the notion that "...a straight per capitaIncome-measure does not
allow for the relatively larger fixed costs that small household07.

face.",23/



Size of Family Unit

NONFARM

Male Head

Number; of Related Children
Under 18 Years Old \

2 "3 \ 5 6 or
more.

None 1

1 person (unrelated individual):
_Under 65 years 53.

_65 years and over 48

2 tibrsons:

Head under 65 years

He 65 years and over

3 persons

4 persons

\5 persons

.6 persons

7 persons or more__

Female Head

67 ' 74

60 74

77--80- 8-4-

102 _104 -100

123 125 121

141 142, 139

178 179. ,176

1 person (unrelated individual):

Under 65 years 49

65 years and over 47

2 persons:
Head under 65 years 61 67

Head 65 years and over 59 67

3 persons 75 71 '79.

4Persos 98 102 101

5 persons 118 121 121

6 persons 137 140, 139'
b

7 persons or more 172 175 174-4

105

118 120,

136 132 134

173 169 163

100

120 116

138 ,133 129

173 168 16 :157

ti
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Size of Family Unity_

FARM

Male-Head

Number of Related Children /

Under 18 Years Old

None 1 2 6-or

more
s)

1.1pekson,Cunrelat,?.d

s_Under :0 years
,_ 65 -yearg and over

persons:

(Headi_under 65 years I,

':Head-,65 years and-over,

3 persons

4 persons

_5 petsons

6 persons

7, persons or more

indivival)

-remAle Head

1 person ( unr elatia individual) :

Under 65 years
65 years and over

45

,41

57 63
51 63

66 72

87 88 65 89 ,

105 106 103 100 ,102.

120 120 118 115 112 114

151 -153 150 147 144" 138 137

42

40

2 cersons:

Head under 65 years 52 57 .

Head 65 years and over 50 57

3 persons 64 61'.

4 persons \83. 86 86 85

5 persons 100 1Q3 103 102 98

.

6 persons - 117 1W 118. 117 113 110

7 persons:or More 147,.149 148 147 143 140 133

4.

Source: Molfie drshansky, Office of Research and Statistics, SoCial
ity Administration.
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mentioned, the
\ original'Orshansky method of deriv.ing povert

Coup s remains essentially the' one used today. Family composition

e" imates have been'improved by 1960 and 1970 Census* data. New food

_..,''plan, food costs; and food expenditure information havetalso become

'available and are being used to update the components of the old

measure. 24/ Yet the question remains as to whether or not the

basic capproach to equivalency scale derivation in the Census-CIrshansicy

-polletty counts is the bSt choice available. Except wherepraWcal

administrative matters dictate, no one wants to returrito the crude

and arbitrary'measures such as the 1964 Council of Economic Advisor

Poverty threshold, $3000 for',a family and $1500 for ah.individual.
_.-

Yet, consideiabit judgment remains in the OrshahskY approach. We to n

now to-two frequently heard criticisms of the approach: reliance

on normative food consumption patterns and lack of geographic

cost-of-living-adjustments. We are particularly concerned with

the validity of these criticisms in light of existing methodology

and available data.
''

For many years, economists have been analyzing equivalency

scale derivations using actual; not normative expenditure daea.

A fairly common assumption in equivalencrecale derivation is to,

'consider families of different size who spend the same. percentage

4of their incomes on .a set, of expenditures equally well-off. Pre-

sumably, this assumption can be traced to Engel's original 1857

study of the relation of food expenditures to income level using

across- section sample of households of varying. income levels.

° A major conclusion of Engel was that-focdexpenditures increase i

with income increases, but at a lesser;rate. Becatise of this' ..

J- relationship, "...the proportion
of the outgo used for food, .

other things being equal, is the-best measure of the material

standard of living of a populatiori." 25/ Engel's conclusion, . ._,

plus a general consensus that aminiMBT food plan could be esti-

mated

I

mord easily than'a subsistence plan combination of food,

clothing, mediC,ine, and'housing, were the supporting elements

to the idea-that a welfare 'income standard could be tied to the

--.proportion of income spent on
foodr, However, there is no theo-

retical foundation to the assumpti6) that families which spend an

equal percentage of their income On a given item are equally well

off. 26/ Fufthermore, the particular set.of expenditures in'

-- guestiTin may be defined-generally,
restricted to necessities suc ,.

as food, housing, and clothing, 27/ or further restricted to f

alone: 28/ The choice
isarbitraF7. -With these strong qualitiaa ions

in ram, we next proceed to demonstrate how an applied economis might

develop poverty threshol

r
using expenditure survey data.

Consider, for examp e, Figure 1 in which hypothetical Eng
.

curves, graphical representatives of the expenditure/incothe re ation

for families of sizes four and five, intersect an "isoptoporti nal

line" drawn from the origin. Alongthe isoproportional line a con-

stant proportion of income is spent on a particularzet of ex ndi- .

tures. This means that at income levels Y(4) and'Y(5).each4famiiy
I '
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;s010,P0 nal:4- -ma.

c.

Y(41 sY()
Inoane,- in dollari per period

I

1
I

-spent, 30 percent of its'income on a certain set of ite

Engel: CurVe.for

family of five'.
.f

gel Curve for -a f

of four

ins

methodology assigns a particular family type, for in ancel eTfamily-

of _:tour. persons, an equivalence scale value of -100. For five persons,

:_then, -an- equivalence scale _value equals (.(Y(0/k(4)-.- 1] x 100)- Peicent

greater than thefamilY of tour in order toObtain an equivalent °IeVeY

of -economic well-being. If the faMily, of four speht 30 percent- of

-itS income on food at a-$4000 ihcome-level. and the fatilleof five
spent 30 percent of its'income on food at a $4500 income level, ,theh

.a five-person family needs 12.5 percent More income to be:exactly

as well off as a four-person. family ' .. \ .1-4,,.-

_ .

. - -

'. ,Toi5".%
1 4 1.

ACcording OD proponents of this 'apprpach equivalency

construction, a main advantage is that it is4more objective than

computation of needs standards based on_hyRotheticai"budgets.
-Alternative expenditure sets -arid En4e1 6urve._ s-f:.iecifkations intro-

-date' some-. discretiOn-. on the analyst' s-part but': the use of actual

versus normative standards considerably reduces '.,ifie__extent of .

analyst j'Udgment: In other words, advocates of the ,isoproportional ,

.methadology might say, actual foOd expenditufes should be.used,' where-

- as theSSA technique develops food -plan scales. on', the basis of what

fOod should be consumed. \ .

.
. 'y

. c,
,,,,

,

. .
Table 2 presents examples of four income -family size equivalenCY

scales. 29/ Columh (1) presents the official_ poverty lihe which, as

we-mentioned, reflect normative food plan budget estimates with
,

adjustMents for small families. Columns((2) and (3) Show, respec_-_,.-

tively, scales based-on two bundles first identified by Watts: _food'

alone and food, housing, clothihg, and transportation. ,Seneda and

Taussig developed the scales for these two bundles with'a methodology

closely related to that of Watts' isoprop method. Finallyl'column (4)



Table 2. Equivalency Scales of Income by ,Family Size

(1)

Official
Poverty Fogel ,

Polled

Line (a) Expenditure (b) Necessities (c)- Scale (d)

(3) (4)

No Children 1.00

ConeXhild 1.19

Tw
Children

Three
Children 1.79'

1.00

_1.30

1.64

Four Y

Children 2.01 2.06 -7

Five _

Children 2.48' 2.59,

1.00 1.00

1.07 1.12

1.41 ,/ 1.27

1.62 1.30

1.86 1.40

2.13 1.49

SOURCE:

(a) U.S. Bureau of_the Census, Current Population Report, Series P-60,

No. 81, Characteristics of the Lour Income Popillat'-a 1970 (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), fg61787,,p. 20.

Based on figures for male head (under 65) nonfarm families.

(b) Derived fron'Joseph J. Seneca andMichael.K. Taussig, "Family

Equivalence Scales and Personal Income Tax Exemptions for

Children," Review of,Econc ics and Statistics (August 1971)

Table 2, p. 257.- Based on equivalences to a family. of four with

an annual income of 53000 in 1960. Necessities included expendi-

tures on food, housing, clothing, and transportation; a list first

developed and -used by Harold Watts, op cit.

(c) Same as (b).

(d) Rainwater, op cit, Table 5-4, Column 2, pi 105.

shows an equivalency scale developed by Rainwater from survey questions

designed to develop a response matrix of family size by minimum income

needed to "get along."

Several observations can be made regardirig the entries in Table2.-

First, there is a remarkable similarity between the scales developed

wita the normative food plans and those developed baged on actual

?
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foOd exPenditures. 'Both scales 'suggest that a family with five children
needs about two and a half'times the income, of a family with no children
in:Order to achieve ail equivalent level of well-being.. Therefore, the
criticism of SSA dependence on normative versus actual food expendi="
tures may not be important. There is, however, a rather substantial
difference between the food-based scales in Column (2) and the entries.',
for the food-plus 'Other necessities in column (3)'that involves "acale
economies."

%Scale economies refers to the possibility in economic production
theory-of,achievins, for example, greater than a 10 percent-output as F
all-factors' or inputs are increased by- 10-percent. Thus, within a_range
of production, long-run average costs are expected to decline. In the

t>dpresenontext, the cost of providing. food to one person may involve
purchasing a refrigerator, stove, etc., but food costs associated
with feeding two persons- nay be lesa than twice the food costs of persOn
one due to "scale economies" e.g., a second stoVejs usually redundant.
The problem is finding out exactly how to peg the equivalent family
-incomes so-as to reflect-these scale economies. This is noi_ a new
problem. M011ie Orshansky's 1965,"Counting the Poor" article refers'
to it several times. The SSA,poverty standard-uses food_plans and
equivalency scales associated with those plans that were developed
-by the DepartMent of Agriculture. If one atceptathe premise-
that a food basket is an insufficient means by which to establish
a_poverty standard and that food plua-other expenditures on items
such as housing-and clothing are a preferred basis on which to
build &poverty standard, then the central question is how the
scale economies..ih the foo&basket standard compare with the
scale economies in the-augmented basket. If the,per'tindividual
savings iKpurchasing and preparing folod are lese'than\the per-unit
savings/in food expenses plus housing, then the present official
standard overestimates the poverty lines of larger families.

.....

In Table 2, we may compare the entries in columns (24 and (3)
which show, respectively, the food alone basket-versus the food
plus other, items basket. Seneca and Taussig interpret the difference
as implying that relatively minimal economies of stale are found in
food consumption. Their finding lendi empirical support to Watts'
earlier comment that the Official poverty line methodology inappro-
priately assumes-that the same scale economies found in food plans,
apply'to all other consumption items. 30/ The4result is an upward
bias in official poverty thresholds, especially those for large

The fourth equivalency scale, that in column (4), is based on
responses to a cross-sectional survey of 600 Boston individuals in
a study directed by Rainwater in 1971. The data were processed and
the'entrias in Table 2 derived using multiple regressjon techniques.
Column (4) entries may be interpreted to show that Boston respon-
dents felt that families of seven required only 50 percent more in-
come-than couples with no children. This 50 percent differential

.



may be Compared with the corresponding 150 percent income need incre-

ment-implied in the official_ poverty lines. Rainwater's finding

also suggests that the official poverty lines overestimate income

needs of large families,
-

To summarize, the main problem withthe equiValency scales used

in the offibial poverty thresholds is not normative versus actual

food expenditures. The main analytical concern is that restricting

the derivation of
equivalency scales only to food,results in higher

poverty thresholds for, large families than would have resulted if

the market basket included food plus other necessities.

Geographical Adjustments in Poverty Lines

A second critique of the equivalency standard used to compute

official poverty lines involves lack of geographical cost-of-living,

differences: One standard is applied on a national basis. If needS

and average retail prices vary by geographic region; it is inappro-

\qpriate to use a single needs standard for all regions. This ra=

tionale suggests the poverty.thredholds should, be drawn more in

line with regional-specific
needs."-The main

questionas how to 7--

develop these regional adjustments in
equivalency scales. IWe

consider three alternative procedures.

A first method of adding regional adjustments to the Official

poverty lines involves the use of region-specific price index-es

to update the poverty-lines. 'Since 1969 the method of updating the

poverty lines has been to inflate annually the poverty lined-by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics' ConSumer Price Index. A recent study py

Akin and Stephenson 31/ used the same techniques and the-same data

used-by BLS,to develop the Consumer Price Index with the exception

that in the former study price_indexes were made specific!to incoMe

class and geographic regiOn. The resultant set of price indexes,'

especially, those for geographid variation,
could be used to update

poverty lines'regionally: The faults,wi
echnique are nearly

identical to the faults of the present use of the CP

the same equivalency
matrix of poverty cut-offs could be us

(Admittedly, analysts may debate asto when and how to begin.)

Yet, over time, separate regional price indexes may adjust these

original lines to reflect region-specific, cost -of- living change.

Region-specific
adjustments may be crude, but they may be more '1

accurate indications of real income disparities than the present;

alternative.

A second method of adding regional-specific price information

to poverty lines also involves the changes in the poverty lines over

time. In the period 1965 to 1969, the official poverty line was in-

creased annually to reflect increases in the price of food. Since

then, overall CPI price changes have been used to adjust upwardl

poverty line, This procedure is
appropriate only if food ptidgs move

upward at the same rate as other prices. However,,, between 1972 and

29
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1g3,-:food cost increases-were 14.5 percent versus the,total CPI price

changet:of.6.2. Because'poor families spend more on food -than non -

poor- families, should the relations-between food prices and the CPI

_continue, it be necessary to consider the income distribution
-conteguences of the current updating procedure. (I am indebted to

-ZattPetkin for pointing out that food stamp adjustments to food
expenditures may be such that the poor may not spend more-on food;)'

Returning, to an overall.food price increase method, or some variant such

Wupdating.the,food!component of-the :poverty standard by food price
increates_and the other components by a CPI less fotod prices, is one
Procedure. 'A second procedure, one more in keeping with making the
CurreTltstandard more_sensitive to geographic focd price differences.,

is to -use the average annual retail food price information that is
__Currently collected bii13LS as an annual benflImark to food-prices

iri--most of the same. locations used to c011eci-prices to catiOUte

theTCPI. Like the regional price index alternative, updating
liwerty standards by observing regional fool price changes may
involve only a marginal adjustmentein the present updating proce-
dure. -.(BLS emphasizes that their prices aredintended_for timer

to -time rather than place-to-place competitonso Bowevet,
explanation contained in the BLS fEstimated Food Prices-by Cities,"

suggests that the annual benchmark prices average retail prices of
foOd by city, might be margin411y adjusted_in a way_to_use_for_up-
dating poverty standtrdt.) Most criticisms of thesealternatiVes

are therefore, also criticisms of the present (or any) updating

method.

:A thirdmethodology for rendering the poverty lines more se

sitive to regional cost-of-living differentials is that"offere4

Watts'in his "isoprop" paper. Lacking price data, Watts was, till

___ able to obtain substitutions tween items in a necessities/ ndle

by allOwing local variatio in'ttetes, needs, and relative/Prices

to be reflected in the sup expenditures on food, clothing,

andi shelter when the s were computed separately for ajor geo-

graphic regions.- Wat0.' approach' involved alternativye Engel

curve estimateswith/regional dummy variables when/the dependent

variable was measured by different bundles of pur ,chased neces-

sities. Regipnal'eguivalency indexes were thus derived from

estimated rigression coefficients.

'

Z"
ere may be other problems-connected/With geographic-dif-

f entes which may make any of these techniques impractical -or

silly administratively unsound. For/example, geographic dif-

ferenCesin need, income, or consumption among. neighborhoods, cities,

andlcOunties may make differences among regions or,states unaccept-

able for public policy purposes.

Nevertheless, the techniguet mentioned here bear noting

they re related to analysis pf differences in concept and applica-

tion f relative and absolute poverty measures. Geographic differ-

ehces or differences by family size, which reflect consumption or
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_income patterns_my be more closely associated with relative than

absolute poverty measures.

.
="rparenthetioal comment is probably in order at this point.

The use of theourrent eguialency scales in the empirical section

/of this paper is done so as to concentrate on'the effects of re-

placing median family income for the current standard.'_The-mg-h

. logical weaknesses in the existing.equivalency scale derivations

still hold. In subsequent-research, the author hopes to derive'

alternative equivalency scales.

We conclude this discussion of absolute poverty standards by

reiterating that such standardi refer to an estimated minimal market

basket of goods and' services kept current in the short run by

updating'the cost of the bundle by the CPI and in the long run

by altering the composition of the market basket. Several ana-

lytical problems in measuring poverty were discussed; these include

measuring income, equivalency scale adjustmentb, and geographic

cost-Of-living adjustments. The feasibility of altering the

current poverty lines to reflect geographic price changes is

relatively high in the opinion of this writer, but others dilimgred.

Changing the manner in which the governmentMeasures_incOme_wiiI__

suggested, but this is not immediately feasible; many conceptual

problems in defining income need first to be resolved. Several

alternative family size/family income scales were examined and

compared-to the current scale used in the official poverty matrix..

More research on and analysis of this complex topic is needed. We

next turn to a fundamentally different concept'of poverty.

Two additional problems with the current official pbverty

index were not stressed in the above review. First, the program-

matic necessity of drawing a poverty line^ at some specific dollar'-

amount seems\to give these estimates an objectivity and specious

addUracy that is illusory. Other poverty lines can be developed

corresponding to lower or higher consumption standards:--15i6ge

can be bolstered with scientific surveys, but,retain a large

degree of arbitrariness. For, in the end, the choice of what must

be included in the budget is made subjectively by .the researcher. 32/

A second criticism concerns the means for Updating the pov-

erty lines. Although we discussed,the measure as though food

plan components were regularly updated, the fact is that the only

way the official poverty lines have been kept current is to make

annual adjustments only for price changes. No adjustments in the

,index are made to reflect changes.in the living standard enjoyed

by the general population. This second problem becomes clear when

the povertydefinition presented.earlier in this paper is repeated:

"Poverty is)i -ihthe-ability of a spending unit to command sufficient

income-generating resources so as to be able to consume what society

considers a minimally adequate bundle of goods and services.21-:-Note.

the reference to social opinion. It is not likely that social
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inion-regarding poverty lines increases annually according to the
1101-income. growth may the non -poor consider-when-

:estiMating their economic well-being. .As the average'income of
Societylrb4s,.or society becomes more affluent; "needs" that are
-PerceiVedTby society will-also grow.

The -claim that-public opinion regarding poverty s_rises_.:

-over time has been made several times, ny years ago by.
-ecOnothists Schultz 33/ -a n. 4/, If this is true, then

-etty is not best understdoid as arribsolutestandard.' Instead,
- poverty:is a° socially. concept. such that "standards of

POverty,vagy from nation to nation, from region "to region, and from
_:timetoAiMe." 35/-

Bmpdrical analysts considering the question of absolute versus
relative poverty have sought_to estimate the,relationShip between
changes in poverty lines and changes in real income. The studies'
may-be-grouped into two categories. First, Rbbert.W. Kilpatrick 36/
'ingeniously examined time series. data showing changes.in various
measures of income and how they affected a proxy-for poverty line,_
the-Gallup Poll response to the question: ."What-is-the Smallest

FF7 ---4ffiddht-of money a family of four (husband, wife, and two children)_-
needs each week to get along in this community?" "Getting along"
income -is -the poverty proxy. The second category of studies-in--
chides those which constructed time serteseofpast budget studies
and.-converted them into constant dollars. 37/

Both categories support the claim that-poverty lines increase
with the rise.in average income after controlling for inflation.
This suggests that poverty is relative to social needs.

These two criticisms of the present SSA poverty standard, an
excess degree of subjectivity and failure to change to reflect
social opinion regarding poverty lines, motivate consideration of
an entirely different alternative poverty concept that is openly
judgmental and adjusts for changes in real income.

Relative Poverty Standards

To many observers, poverty is a relative phenomenon that is
.best understood not by isolating a subqroup Of the population, but
_rather, by viewing the subgroup in rdlationto society as a whole.
Martin. Rein distinguishes three concepts of poverty:_. subsistence,
achieving,and maintaining minimum. consumptive levelS; inequality,
-referring to relative income. or relative consumptive aspects of
-poverty; and externality, the social cohsequehces to the community
from'having a subset who are poor. -38/Economic inequality and
economic diseconomy concepts of.poliEty'have different poverty
definitions and poverty measure implications than economic insuffi-
ciency, the foundation of all of the absolute poverty definitions,
discussed up to now. It is to the former concepts that vie now
turn our attention.

23
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- The current official poverti, concept implies that money income

is a proxy for sufficiency in consumption. Therefore, a great deal of

effort is-made:to establilh links between the current cost of consuming

a particular bundle of goods and-an income threshold. An alternative

view is that the families' income level in comparison to other income

levels, should be used to develop a-relative measure of poverty. The

assuMption of the poverty-is-a-relative school is that there are

specific levels of welirbeing attached to different income levels..39/

HoWever, the relative view of poverty and the consumption potential--

aspect (f poverty are only indirectly addressed.

:The Lowest Percentage

Perhaps the most purely relative poverty standard is that income

cut off which includes the lowest 10 or 20 or 25 percent of the income

distribution. Choice of the exact perce e is arbitrary; yet,,

this definition is unambiguous and can, easily be repr

Furthermore, it focuses poverty policy debate on income diStribur_

tion. ,This focusing is considered a point in its favor by proponents

of this standard (and a point against by its opponents). In some

ways, however, the lowest percentage of the income dOtribution

is not really a kind-Of poverty standard. Its"main purpose, pre-

sumably, is to measure the composition of the bottom tail 'of the

income distribution. By definition, the inbidence of poverty

under this measure is unchanging.

Income Shares-7-
,-
A next refinement in purely relative poverty standards is the

share of total income received by some portion of the population

-with the lowest income. Using this method, a,constant amount of

poverty will be-counted,'as long as the shape'of the income distri-

butioh,remains unchanged. For example, for a number of years -the sum

of incomes received by the poorest 20 percent of the U.Sx-population

-has amounted to roughly 5 percent of the income toter the country.

This measure of relative poverty was begunwell before the

development of the official measures.
For,hearly sixty years;

economists and statisticians have compared cumulative Income distri-

butions-to cumulative distributions of families. Thii analysid,

known as a Lorenz-curve analysis, has been used; however, to study

poverty only indirectly: income distr4bution analysis and deviations

from normative distributions are the main issues. Nothing is said

about how poor is poor, either absolutely or, relative to median

levels of living(40 /

Thresholds Based on a Percentage ,of Median Famiir Income

Some poverty researchers, especially Victor/Fuchs, have advocated

defininii as poor any family whose income is less thama fraction of
,
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median family income. 41/ The exact value of the fraction is arbi-

trary, but.50.percent ' median family income is often proposed and

is a convehient figure for expoiitory purposes.

,
cProponents-of the median income poverty standard list sevora

advantages of this definition. First, it is argued that poverty in
-a:giiten year should be related to the annual output of a nation,

The Tediantincome definition relates poverty to changes in real

income, where real income-it a-Proxy for changes in'productity.-----
secondly, use of median income poverty pinpoints national concern '-

for parerty on the issue of income distribution. This point follows

from ;the advocates's belief that the main issue-in defining poverty

is inequality, rather than absolute eprivation. More specifically,

the point is that with Lorenz-type easures of poverty the entire..

Ancor,* distribution is taken,int' consideration,-whereas'with the

FuChs'7-type, poverty line depend only on the shape of the distribution

only among the lower half of he population. 42/ In addition, the

°Fucht measure focuses atte ipn on the income gap between those" who

73-7-7;have-ithe-least_and those o have. the average, an ordinary-mane 43/

A third point raised by roponents of this standard is -that theirs

is an5objective-crite'lion of poverty. Use of a 'statistical measure'

,eliminatesdependen on the considerable-amount of judgment

required-in povert standards based on budget studiet. Judgment is

still required in the median income standard;, but it is explicitly

judgmental. Thus,, policy debate could focus on choice of an appro-

priate'percentage of median income or other distributional considera-

tions.Finally, if poverty is defined according to an absolutely

fixed standard, then poverty'thightpossiblybe,"eliffithated" in only

astatistical sense because of the inabilityidtthe poverty standard
to grow] t fast as increases in the needs of/individuals.

-,'Several criticisms have been raised Against relative poverty-

easured as alpercentage of median income. First, this variant of a

ative poverty definition addresses income distribution very poorly

si ce it selects only one point on the income diseribbtion. If-

-sha or relative skewness of the income distribution-is a concern,

it i ,not clear that the median income concept of pov rty it suf-

ficie t.- This deficiency can be mitigated by consideri " verty

gaps, the amount of money needed to bring all persons.up to

thresh° d, Secondlyy although advocates of the median income definition

critiCis the present standard of poverty for the amount,of "excessive

judgment required; there are many judgments in the median Income

standard. For instance, what is the most appropriate4raction of

-median invome to select? In addition,in measuring,median income,

should on select state median income or national median income?

As we shal -see, the choicehas substantial effects on poverty

codnts in ndividual states. Also, should separate family median-

income\mea ures be made for families according to sex of family head,

ethnic origin, family size,-and age of head? Similarly, the methodo-

logical issues reveiwed earlier, such as appropriately defining an

income measuror developing equivalency scales for family type or

25
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raphic -area, are still-0100*ms in the median income Standard.-

eAlaihOoint, hOweveri- is that such choices are openi.xtade in t46

Iiefthat poverty is relative, to socially speneeds. Finally,

atsoMe-personS feel is the most Serious criticism of thOediaa-

4p0Ote--cbncept as a poverty standard is the chance that such'a measure

might-count fewer poor if, for sane reason such as a recesSion';Nthe

-ioverell_Ancome median fell even,thodgh more families were absolutely

.worse off. than before. Actual.14,,-this-possaility_dshOt that

-certain: Atdepends oh what happens to the other parts of the income'

;distribution.

A Final Note on Absolute Versus Relative Poverty Measure

!j In some ways the absolute and relative measures of poverty should

Ape-considered not as alternativeS, but as complementary-means-of evalu-

ating a similar. problem." Income inequality and absolute deprivation

Criteria are both important aspects to consider in measuring anti-

pdverty, progress whether they are dug to specific social legislation

Or overall economic growth. -

The idea that both relative and absolute poverty concepts are-

important is associated with the idea of a poverty band-rathef-than

alpoverty lihe. No one precise dollar- figure is equally validfdr

all uses. One authority, Lester Thurow, observed, "Given-the-data '

inadequacIes inhAent in any income measure and the estimating

errors that emerge, whatever definition is selectedthe-search for

-a single poverty line ig utopian at best." 4477-HoWever-i-his-poinc,-

should not be interpreted as suggesting that the goal of defining

4ha measuring poverty should be abandoned due to lack of refined

income data and other particular statistics. The present standard

of poverty is necessarily vefi specific for some program needs.

It can be improved in several ways including better "incase data,

revised food plans, and consideration,of alternative updating pro-

cedures. In its present form, it is an absolute measure of Poverty.

However, if a povertyttandard reflects-the norms of society, and

presumably society can expresS their-opinion via the political

process, then the present SSA standard of poverty can be accepted'

for the time being as the social definition Of poverty. 45/ The

important point- is-the time frame-of-reference, yet-the-tgSue beats

further examination. ,

An empirical investigation of the absolute versus relative poverty

issue is found in the Kilpatritk article referenced,aboVe. 46/ To

examine this issue he used time series data relating changes in poverty

lines over time to changes in income. cUnoler.an absolute standard of

poverty the poverty line is constant (in deflated dollars).--,That.

.is, the percentage change in the poverty line associated with the

percentage-An income, a definition offhe income elasticity of the

poverty line, would be zero under absolute poverty. Order a relative

standard of poverty, the poverty-line changes in the same proportion as

average income if the relativelncome distribution Is constant. That
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/
is,' to find a value 9f ,the i ome elastic4 of the poverty's line
-equal to one-would/be consi, ent with relative poverty. 4<ilpe4,ck's,
/results were that the inc e elasticity of,the poverty,line is,/about
0.6 iiiher than tero-or ne. This conclusion is consisentylth
studiei of budget stu changes and income changeS done byArnati,
Smplensky, and other . The main point is that poverty lidesk measured
either by people's opinion regarding ppney ,needed to geealong or
by expert opinio regarding the necedsary,compositionAbfa bundle of
goodS, is deter tied by a combination of con erns ovO both absolute.
and relative onditions. 47/

_,-

Conclusion Conceptual Section .

;,.
In this paper we havecreviewediseveral issues in defining

/pOvrty. First, we found the incoftie-datS/tO be,deficient
for,conStructing a cOnceptually:.dound estimate of income' for rposes
of'- ntifying a potential, cons )4uch theb etical
work and additiOnal datifsineeded to improve measured income, '''Among
immediately feasible changes/ most critical commentszdirected-at

'the current official poveDE standard were in the sec dealing
with equivalency scales ,and the short -run procedures Uteli to cha-
the standard over time/ /Underlying some of the-criticipm of the
current poverty Standard, one of a groUp of "relativel ,alasolute"\
market basket poverty tandardsogathe implicit sug estlon that,
another poverty stand rd be considered. A major al#rnative is a 1f

measure of relative verty whiCh stresses relative eprivation
cr

.

Ideally, a iverty standard should include numal provision. of
sic needs plus inequality considerations. H ever, no single ideal

Imeasure pOverty was found: One relativespo erty measure, a'per
centage of m was found by the aut or tp have Certain
adVantages ov r other relative poverty dtandaids foi,some applica-
tions. It as been mentioned by others-as a feasible alternative to
the curren offiCial measure of poverty. \SeveralFederal programs
already ma e use of this relative measure:, For these reasons,
empiricaywork will focuS on comparing thecurient_standard_with_e_
poverty/standard-based on 50 percent of median family income.

/
/
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EMPIRICAL SECTION

The: first section presented two main pOverty definition's,

f id a erty lines and One-half median -family indomei and-drs,-

---=cussed several conceptual- issues In beasuring,,poverty under

resent-Sedtion-we examine ethpiricaVdompariton.S2-betweeit-__-_, _ ,

erty Concepts. not practical here to.-makeiempirioal

r_vatiOnsabout ilferent income,. concepts because _Of -a paUdity---Of '
ata used are from the-Current POpulation.-SurVpy;_,

--\_)-.970 -Census-of the PopUlatiOn, which implies that there is --

little discretion in defining ifiCome._ TableS are,presinted for
persons, familiesfamilies,. familieWith school-aged = -.

.

e tohdol.age&children;_iThe rt:lative likelihood of a panic-
-ularr !unit being .poor, or the intidende af_rpOverty,- is alSO,a4oWtr.

_eiTtirt t section, equivalency-Scale problems were-given-spelt-at.
attention, but in this section, because we are mainly: interest
comparing. =two poverty definit ions, we retain- the same equivalenOy---- es

aSi used in-the Current official poverty standards-, That----is,Tirie-.: re

two measures of poverty. The first -is -poor counts _using the fill)Loffi--

- dial matrix of-Poverty lines according to the ,plan= ;equivalency

scales= -shown in Table 1. The second,-relative poverty, is-oneihalf
of -median income for -a family of fOur withlquivalency-SCale-adjUSt-
ments-fOr different family types:uSing the same ftill:Matrix of_-247-'

different scales. Use of- the same scale --adjustments for -tfie-tWo:_:_,;. _

+poverty standards is a unique feature of this empirical section:,_

Another aspect is the comparison within the relatiVe PokrertY-iftida-_-_

-Sur of national medianincome versus state median income, *Portant=

use of the. increasing use of state median income as a

----on-which- to-disburie Federal, funds.

In. this empirical section, the fir-it part-exaMines, sociO- :-

demographic characteristics of the poor. In the--next thtee parts,.

we concentrate on the geographical distribution of the/poor.- "The,

-latter two,- using 1970 Census data,-present, the -mciet-:'detailed_andi-

policy-relevant empirical analydis. State-specific poverty cotintg-

are-given and-theAmplications_for_the distribution of anti-poVerty
tederarfunds_are discussed. Particular emphasis is given-to Title
-Elementary and Secondary Education fund distributions* according

'to absolute versus relative poverty.

Character sties of the: Poor 48/

The Cutrent Official Poverty Standard

ThelNumber of -Pbor and Incidence of Poverty in 1973

Table 3 and 4 show, respectively, the number of poor families

by characteristic and the relative likelihodd of beingtpoot, assum-
ing a faritily had-a partLcular characteristic. According to the

current official poverty standard in 1973 there were 4.8-million

28
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nt Poverty Definition and a
actdr istics (in, thousands)

1971'.' 1973
#1 #2 1, 111 #2 11 #2

1&-in Dollars
' es

Families

*-'1:hraloieFistics of Poor Families

io :Children
Childrieri= less- than 18 -yeas

rEn Tileas= than 18 years
--15..17,=Yeats

1k(perilence of Family Bead
1 '-for- full year
tiam forpert year

-not-so:irk

-of 'itirners in Family
earners

+ earners

of Family Head
65 4

5114 53174 545491 54374., c4 55053 ';

504"' 5214 .8220 5305 8639 5075 8013 4828 :8064

15 5857 3702 6066 3753 6376"' 3441 5810 3218 .5805'
1428 2015 . 1925 2786 2022 2977 2109 2946 2079 3017 .

3289 5350 3282 5495 3205 5589 2917 5178 2635 5110
1753 2524 1932 2721 2099 3049 2157 2834 2192 2953

(
1769 2770 1823 267( _1706 2903 1455 2556 1308 2617-
3274 5103 . 3391 5346 3599 5735 -3619 5456 3519 5446
2791 4178 2773 4249 2888 4490 2938 4416 2825 4356

.
1353 . 2541 1070 2223 1085 2330 1005 2033 879 1929 .

902 1389 1030 1634 998 16461 1047, 1633 , 999 1564
621 867 765 1070 . 726 1090 662 956 602 155,

2108, 2944 2292. 3166 2423 3432 2330 3311 2330' 3532

:"1667 2732 1840 2983 1909 3164 1869 2575 1840 2734
2093 '3099 2274. 3307 2211 3484 2168 3497 2023 3414
1280 2043 1099 1929 1183 1988 1036' 1939 963 1915

1200 1895 1167 1843 1061 1875 879 1643 -828 1740
3843 5979 4047 6377 4244 6764 4196 6370 4000 6324..

S0ciFic8: Special tabulatiyrns by the census Bureau
01

from the March Current Population Surveys of 1969, 1973, 19,3, and'14-74:-

3
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-nc idence of Poor Families by the Current Poverty Definition and a Relative
Poverty Definition by Year -and Selected -character ietics

1968 Current 1970

Definition (#1) Median (#2) #1 #2

1971 1972' .7 1973-

#1 #2 - #1 .12 #1

in Dollars
.

lndlie

y Bend

---46f;Childreft
.lehiidrent,leas-tban. 18 years

_Childiewlessthan18.Yeare
øii1d; years

-ience of Family Head
for full year

ttiSm for part year
7,tAri0

id4cit,imiork

of Earners in Findly

-*mar
+-isartieirs

J6f=inmily-Head

)490-.-65 +

taxracied

9.73

7.78
26.66 .

7.17
29.49

8.01
11.02*
11.56

3.96
/3.06
22.98
29.56

31.35
10.82
4.72

16.70
,28,61

BARCH: Processed fran_elvei"t tabulations by

15.20 9.81 15.46 9.73 15.84 '9.33 14.74 8.77 14.65,'

12.61 7.80 12.7
4.93 36.08

11.67 7.02 11.76

42.46 30.13 42.41

.7

t

12.54 7.97 12.56

17.17 31.20 17.65

17.30 11.44 17.53

-7.44 3.21 6.611.

20.12 13.01 20.6

32.05 24.45 34f9
41.29 29.38 0.58

116.051.37

1 ---1.81 17.18
1.11 50.41

7.5 3.92 6.88

-11.87

25.00 36.81 25.65 35.83 24 .4, _35.19

f. t

6:70- -11469r--- 5:46- 10.59

31.20 45.32 32.66 42.91 .32.23 -43:41_

7.26-12.35/.76.18-'10.85'
11.60 18,48 11.75 17.71
.L1.682.8.16 . 11.98 18.01

3.21 6.89 , 2..93 ' 5.92 5.53

12-.43 20.50 13.62 21.23 13.86_ 21.68

22.60 33.90 .22.35 32.25 19.67- 31.30

28.68 40.63 27.3138.82, 25.95 39:35

4

z

N

CL
=`1

543: 10.87. -'1%'1J

11:36
11.41 17.60

30.06
11.00
4.21

49:81
17.34
7.07

34.72 47:85
10.69 17.24
3.60 6.75

31.84, 47.40
10.32 17:42°

3.24. 6.45

26.39 16.07 25.37 -14.02 24.77 11.58 21.65 10.51
2208L

13.39 8.81 13.89 9.03 4.39 8.96, 13.61 8.48 13.40

t
,

the Census Bureau for selected years March Current Population Survey.
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:poor ;families out of a total of egen, or $.t3 ,percent of all

Table 3 shows that:therewere,pore poor white families than
'mfr.-white families, but, within the respective categories, white
and-not-white families, the incidence of poverty is four times

greate for, non-white faMiliesthan for white families. A similar

rsitua4on occurs,for female-headed households: there are absolutelYv
.more poor. male-headed families, but the inci;denoebf poverty
amon4jemale-headed families is nearly one in\three famine:S..
JOI4lies with beads over 65 years of age andfamilies with no
earners in'the family also had-relatively small\absolute counts
OdAelatively large.poverty incidence.

,\-
'Changein-Pbor Counts and Incidence Over Time

1.

AlthOugh only a few recent years of data are shooWn i4 Tables

3_ and 4- in this section, several important changes can be'nOted
.which -are indicative of,-longer trends reported elsewhere). 49/

.For: example, between 1968 and 1973 there was an overalliidownward_
trend in the number bf poor families_and the,incidence,f poverty
.in families. Declines were sharp in the'n05er and incidence of
goverty..in families with a. bead over 65 years.of age. NOteworthy.,
exceptions includd'a reversal in 1970.'in the number of poor fami-
lies, perhaps because of the 1969-..170 recession, And) a steadily
rising count of non-white and fetale-headed poor families: \A
note of caution should be added. Tor, ease of .:position, poverty

data,is presented by separate characteristics. Black families
headed, by females may have,a high incidence of poverty, but we can-
not unambiguously make such a determination trmihese tables: _-

We can, only discuss the Separate attributes. '°
.

A Relative Poverty Standard BaSed on Medigf Income

The Number of Poor and the Incidence of Poverty in 1973

Im 1973, the current officol poverty income'cutoff for a non-
farm family of four was $4,540; :median income for a U.S. family
of four was $13,710. Hence, the median income concept of poverty
May shift the-poverty income threshold. above the current poverty line,
if one selected for a percentage of median income in 1973 above 33
`percent. For differentia' characteristics of families whb were poor,,
in the two alternative poyer,ty definitions, it would be more appro-
priate to select each year a percentage of median income that'did not
raise the median income poverty line above the official -poverty line.

There are three reasons'a fixed percentage of median income is- prefer-

able: Any percentage is in some sense arbitrary; administrative use is
more likely to be with a fixed percentage; and Fuch's original suggestion
referred to one-half median. income. For these reasons, we use a fisted.

. perCentage, one-half median income, as a poverty threshold.

31
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-Perhaps the most striking comparison between thetwodefi-

imition0.-is that there are about 60 percent more poor families

'.using the:mediOn income poverty standard tnan the current Poverty

standard. ,Specifically, In 1973, in 55 Tillion families,~ 4.8

vAnillionere poor using the current-offiCial thresholds, While 8

million were poortsing the mediih.faraily income 64.A-id:Ord. In other

characteristiCn-the -NO-Poverty stOndards'were similar,,but not

-,eioOtIy:;thesamel -That is, the absolute number of poor white families

exceeded- the: limber of non-white poor familir7, even though the

_elative incidence of pov,c-rty_among'non74hite familiesjexceeded":::

that: of white-families. A-similar pattern occurred,in-female-headed

.and" -aged- headed families, while a slight difference.existed.between

the two definitions of poverty to the incidence ofpoverty'foi the

characteristics of race, sex, and age: of head.,The-difference is

:'one of degree rather than of direction. For example, _within,

Current definition the relative likelihood of a white family

'being poor is.6.6 percent, which is about one-fourth the relatiVe-

-- likelihood of being poor if the family is-non-white. In the median

- income standard, the disparity-between the relative likelihood of.

--poverty, White versus,nonwhite, is 12 percent versus 35 percent.

How much of these.,differentials between the two
standards are simply

due to differentials in income cutoffs is. not determined,here. The

point isthOt differences due to relative incidence may arise-when

changing poverty'definitions.

Changes, in Poor Counts and Incidence Over Timefor

Both Relative and' Absolute Poverty Standards

In contrast to thersteady decline in the number of poor families

under the current poverty standard,
there we:i. even more poor

families in 1973 than 19.68._under a relative poverty standard. The

incidenceof poverty under both standards (Table.4) shows a.decline

in poor families, but the decride-in-intidence,..With,the]turrent

standard-exceeds that of the relative'Standard: Note, however,

that the downward trend over time in the number and incidence of.,

,poverty with the current standard is interrupted during the 1970

downturn in economic activity. The important point is that the

number of poor.usingthemedian income standard also Went up during

1970, contrary,to the naive expectation expressed earlier that the

number would decline in hard times since the median, is expected to

fall. Dhring recessions, median income declines, but the main victims

are those with low permanent incomes. The income distribution be-

comes more unegtial and relative poverty rises. ('I am grateful to

Robert Plotnick for this-point.)

The explanation for 1970 is compound. First, 'median income did

not fall in 1970. Adverse labor market Conditions may have affected .

the earnings portion of the income of working poor persons just above

the 50 percent median income line in such a way that the number of

families below the line increased without lowering the median income

level itself. Further, the incidence of poverty,under the median

32 41
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income_standE I rose even more from 1968 to 1970 than did the "'

official stan,:ards. Thus, it is not appropr ate to criticize the
median income poverty, standard for possibly predicting a decline

.

poverty
,

- ,in poverty in a short and mild recession.

.There is"little difference in associated family character-
istics between the trends of povertyUnder the two definitions,
aside from the level in the'absolute number of poor and in the
ncidence of poverty.. For example, most poor families had some-
one'in the family with some earnings. However, in'families with

_nb_earners, the. incidence of poverty was very high., With a , 4

...
_PPMerty-thteshoid set at 50 percent of median family income;
roughly one out of_twb families with no earners were poor. For

t* ,current thresholds, the poverty incidence averaged over 30's,
,percent of all families with no earners. These differentials

are consistent with the overall, or total family differentials
were roughly 40-percent lower than-the median income incidence.

___'- Between 1968 and 1973;-the overall differential in the
-incidence of poverty between the t o poverty definitions had
grown from 64 percent in,1969to 5 percent in 1973. The over-
all differentialS were greater tha average for certain subgroups
such as.families with older family heads and families with heads
who work full time. The point is that poverty policy targeted to
one subgroup or thd other will have to charge if poverty defini-
tions are changed, since the relative composition of the poor
varies,over time according to different poverty definitions.

Geographic Distribution of the Poor with Annual, CPS Data

In addition to sociodemographic characteristics, the gee, -
graphic location of the poor is another important factor to consider
in understanding poverty in the allocative implications of Federal -

poverty programs. In the following part of the paper we consider
the number of poor and the incidence of poverty among persons,
-families, and families with children by U.S. C,nsus Division and
poverty definition. In addition, we compare several years of
data in order to understand the geographic mobility of the poor.

Current.Poverty Standard

Geographic Distribution of Poor Persons, Families, and Families
with Children in 1973

Tables 5, 6, and 7 present, respectively, counts of theaumber
of poor persons, families, and families with children by poverty
definition and nine census divisions. Also included are the total
populations, the counts of poor and non-poor within each division,
the rank from 1 to 9 of each division according to the number of poor,
and the percentage of the nation's poor found each division.

k
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Table:5. Poor Persons by Poverty Definition, Year, land Census DiVision

_. (in thousands)_ 1973

0

/
I

1967 I

1970

1973

U:S.../botal 19585.0 2638.0 I

Division , !

-
03.8 9 ' .2.41

370.8 3 I 14.06

306.7 2 1 14.66

173.9 7,- 1 6.59
551.0
323.2

1 20.89
5 -12.25

355.4 4 1 13.47

92.7 8 1 3.51

320.4 6 ! 12.15

Ni e England 947.0- 8 4.84

Mid Atlantic 3645.7 2 18.62

East North Central '3975.1 1 20.30 .

West North Central 1315.7 6 6.72

Soh Atlantic
East South Central

2 962.9

1219.3
4 15.13

--6.23

West South Central 1707.6 5 8.72

Mountain 656.7 9 3.35

Pacific 3154.7 3 16.11

U.S.7btal 20247.5

Division
Ni n England 968.2 8 4.78

Mid Atlantic 3664.0 2 18.09

East Northentral 4189.2 1 20.69

Wit North Central 1276.9 6 6.31

South Atlantic' 3090.4 4 _ 15.26

East South Central 1277.8 7 6.31

West South Central 1819.6 5 8.99

Mountain 661.1 9 3.27

Pacific 3299.8 3 16.30

U.S. ibtal 20762.1

Division
New England
Mid Atlantic

1247.8,-

3635.1

7

2

6.01
17.51

ast North Central 4042.3 1 19.47

est North Central 1601.4 6 , 7.71

South Atlantic 3159.3 3 15.22

East South Central 1336.3 , 8, 6.44

West South Central 2065.8 5 9.95

Mountain 931.3 9 4.49 1

Pacific 2742.8 e 13.21 ---

-

3634.3

1034 . 9

5141 3 "- 4

5432 2 - 14
2562
7410 1- 20

4346 6 , 11
4768 4- -13

1251 8 3

4379 5 -12

2506.6 3756.7

72.9 9 2.91 1092 9 2

324.4 5 1 12.94 5150 4 13

392.3 2 i 15.69 5919 2 15

148.6 7 5.93 2338 7 6'

464.0 1 1 18.51 6768 1 ,16
148,6 7 1 5.93

i 2338 7 6

34917 4 I 13.95 5080 5 13

93.5 8 '/ 3.73 1323 8 3

359.0 3 / 14.32 5720 3 15

.

2297.3 3646.3

105.2 8 4.58 177.3 8

315.5 4 . 13.73 530.5 3

E 331.1 3 -, 14.41" 516.1 i 4 1

W 7 / 6.76 ,' 259.5

/l ,

7s*

412.4 1 17.95 617.3 1 :-/6

, 228.3 §, ..-_9,94
/

365.7 -6-- 10

'365.3 /2 15.50-- 555.9 2 15]

/03.4 r 9 4.50 . 176.7 9 4
280.7 = 5 12.22 447.2 -5 12j

/ ,5
SOURCE: Prccessed from special tabulations by the Census Bureau for'selneted,years March Current Population Sum. I

Poverty Incidence is defined as the percentage of the total population who are poor.'
.
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A. Census.Orshansky
Poverty Counts

U.S.,TOtal 49834
Division
New

1

England
Mid Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central'
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

Table 6 Numbers of P
Definitions by G

1

I

/

I 1967 1970 1973

Total I Percent Poor Total Poverty 'Poor Povelty
-

-Fa/lilted of Total Families
Poverty

a/
Poverty ____----lb-Elf---7 Poverty Poor

,

Families Incidence Families Incid e - Families Incidence Families Incidence AI..

Rank ':, Ranker "; Rank. Rank

it Families and PoVerty InCidence by Two Poverty
raphic Division over Time ( -in thousands).___

'1

W
ul B. .Poverty.Counts Using .

50 Percent of Median
_

Frmily Income

5348 ' 51174 5215 55053

2420 8 (4.86) 134 9 (2.51) 2496 8 (4.69) 148 9 (2.84) 3232 6

9394 2 (18.85) 752 2 (18.05) 9597 2 (18.05) 662 6 (12.69) 9542 2.

10056 1 (20.17) 749 3 (14:00) 10836 1 (20.38) 787 2 (15.09) ' , 10614 1

3399 7 (6.82) 382 7 , (7.141 3384 7 (6.36) 300 7; (5.75) 4251 7

7569 3 (15.19) 1.118 1 (20.91) 8204 4 (15.43) 968 1 (18.56) 8500 3

3093 1 (6.21/ . 683 5- (12.77) 3447 6 (6.48) 675 5 (12.94) 3681 8

4309 5 (8.64)______-701 4 (13.11) 4852 5 (9.12) 732 4 (14.04) 5462 5

1564 9 (3.14) 168 8 (3.14) 1638 9 (3.08) 182 8 (3.49) 2425 9

8030 4 (15.11) 657. 6 (12.28) 8717 3 (16.39) 760 3 (14.57) 7345 4,

U.S. Total 7581 8221

Division
New England 226 8 ..13.0) 238 9 (2.90)

Mid Atlantic 1073 3 (14.2) ---, _1122 5 (13.65)

East North Central 1112 2 (14.6) 1142- -_3 (15.11)

'West North Central 566 7 (7.5) 508 7'(6.18)
South Atlantic 1554 1 (20.5) 1504 ., 1 (18.2-9T------

West South Central /982
5 (12.3) 967 6 (11.76)

982 4 (13.0) 1127 4 (13.71)
------East South Central

Mountain 231 9 (3.0) -269 8 (3.27)

Pacific 1 904 6 (11.9) 1244 2 (15.13)

e

//

4828

(5.87) 219 8 (4.54)

(17.33) 657 4 (13.61) '

(19.27) 698 3 (14.46)

(7.72) . 307 7 (6.36)

(15.43) 859 1 (17.79)

(6.68)

.:
,' 505 6 (10.46)

(9.92) ' 777 2 (16.09)

(4.40) 209 9 (4.33),

(13.34) 59 5 (12.28)

7875

388 8 (4.92)

1152 3 (14.62)

1080 4 (13.71)

547 7, (6.90
1348-, , 1 (17.111.

826 6 (10.48)

1233 2 (15.65)
.

_ 357 9 (4.53)
-

'940 5 (11.93) -

.
SOURCE: Processed from special tabulations by the Census Bureau for selected years March Current Population Survey.

a
Poverty Incidence is defined as the percentage of the total population who are poor.
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Table 7: Number of Poor Families and the Incidence of

Related Children Ages 5-17 Years, by Poverty Defini
Division,:and Year (in thousands) -- ,

1' 1970
1973

0

Total Percent Poor- Poverty Total - Poverty Poor,-)' Poverty- Total Poverty Poor Povertyl

Families of Total Families Incidence a/ Families Incidence Families Incidence Families Incidence Families AilCidence

Rank Rank
_Rank. s

. Rank Rank Rank
..f.

, .

_ . -

A. Census-Orshansky

,

..-
- ' _

Poverty Counts
__

LO.
ON B.

U.S. Total
Division

New England
M" Atlantic
East North Central.
West North Central.
South Atlantic
E5st South Central
West South Central
Mountain 4--

-,,'

Pacific

50 Percent of Median
Family Income
Definition

U.S. Total
Division
New England
Mid Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South AtlantiC
East South Central
West SouttrCentral
Mountain
Pacific

23783

1084
4241

4737
1557
3642
1556
2136

--850

3980

8
2

1

6
4

7

5
,9

3

(4.56)
(17.83)

(19.92)
(6.55)
(15.31)

(6.54)
(8.98)

(3.57)
(16.73)

'

2870

52 9

372 5

384 4

169 7

638 1

390 3

399 2

104 8

367 6

4015

1 94 9

536 4

553 2

259 7

877 1

510-----5-

549 3

139 8

498 6

(12.07)

(1.81)

(12.96)
(11.38)

(5.59)
(22.22)

(13.59)
(13.90)

j3.62/
:112.61)

-- (16.80)

(2.34)

(13.35)
(13.77)

(6.45)

(21.84)

(12.7(1)

(13.67)
(3.46)

(12.40)

24239

1122
4247

5040 -.

1516
3887
1557
2191
843

3838

8
2

'1

7.

3

6
5

9

4

(4.61) .

(17.52)

(20.79)
(6.25)
(16.04)

(6.42)
(9.04)

(3.48)
(15.83)

,.

)

2774

79

340
410
155

555
336
396
122

380

4250

119
569
645
258
831
481
574
163
609

9'

5

2
7

-4

'6

3

8

4

9

5
2

7

1

6
4

8
3

,

(11.44)

(2.84)
(12.26)

(14.79)
(5.59)

(20.00)
(12.11)

(14.28)
(4.40)

(13.70)
...

(17.5)

(2.80)

(13.39)
(15.18)
(6.07)

(19.55)-

(11.32)

(l3..')

(1.84)

(14.33)

24757

1500
4168
4831
1854

3835
1630
2510

1219

3210

7

2
1

6

3
-8

5

. 9

4

(6.1)
-06.8)
(19.5)
-(7.5)

(15.5)
(6.6)

(10:1)

(4.9)

(13.0)

2825

141

372
420
164

539
281
421

135
348

4310

220
608
621

271
775
442
626
219
523

-(11.41)

8 (5.0)

4 (13.2)

3 (14.9)

7' (5;0)

1 (19.1)

6' -(9.9):

2 (14.9) i

9 (4.8)

5 (12.1)

(17.40)

8 (5.10)

4,114.10)
2 (14.40)

7 (6.28)

1 (17.98)

6 (10.25)

3 (14.52)

9 (5.08)

5 (12.13),

-.

si

SOURCE: Processed from special tabulations by the Census Dureati for se1èted years Mardh enfrent PoOulation Survey.

a
Poverty Incidence is defined as the percentage of the total popUlatiOn who are poor.
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,
eite01:-ObSOrvatiOns'regardingtheieograPhic-diattibution.of

er yz-,can-bec-made,from-these-tables. First, the most populated

g-te itivelTdid_not have the most poor.. _.The EMt North
-Mid -Atlantic States-' n 1973 accounted for over 36

ident.i)ftOtal peroons and families, but accounted for only
rstent,Of the nation's poor persOnS andjpor fatilies.- In

raia44_:East A-Sonth-CentiaA States,rankedth in poOdiatiOn

li -6th 1npoor counts. _Ip generaWpersons and families

An-the South,, an area comprised-Of_East Southgentriii
OUth:Central and South Atlantic$tateS, had a poverty rate,

_ratiO-of-total.p0Or to total ,persons (or faIlieS), that

tc- edLthevoverty rate of any, other.area:of the .country. Sec -
/I-notice the difference in the number 9f_1973 poor faMnies

:.1973400r families-with school -aged Children.- The rankings.

?wean ,census divisions don't change,_ but .the absolute nuMber,-Of-
poor._faill1es_with ChildrenAS 2.8,tillion versus 4.8:iilliOn poor
fannies._ A similar pattern emerges when comparing the relatiVe
eograPhic distribution of the 2.8,tillion with,the,4.8 million

pOO;f:_famnies. Y,

GeographicChanges in Pior Persons, Families, and Families
:-With.r.Children.from 1967 to 1973 1-

Actual geographic mobility cannot be examined because we lack

.,panel data. That:is, we cannot separate within -division

in and out of. the poverty group from between division, geographic
mobility of p6or persons. Tables 5,6, and 7 dO show net flows of

all.persons bir comparing changes in pulation counts to poor'

-Count changes in different regions. \

For example, between 1967 and 1973 the total number'of persOns-,

living iriNew England states grew by 25 Percent, yet the increase ,,

.in the total-number of poor persons' in Newinglandnin this period waS-

roughly-4Q percent. Furthermore, if one compareb -the percent of the

:1--nition's poor persons living in each census'division in 1967 and 1973,
At-might appear that many poor persons moved from South Atlantic.and-,
EastSaith Central division to New England and West South Cdntral
divisions, yet it is just as plausible"that relatively more New
England and West'South Central families became poor'between 1967 '

and 1973 than'did-other families; we cannot separate.these effects.-"

Poor families, as a percentage of the nation's total poor
families, declined over time in East North Central, West North

- Central, South Atlantic, and.East South Central divisions. New
England, West:South Central, and Mountain divisions all experi-
enced relative increases in the percentage of poor in their divi-
sions, That is, the population of families with children in New
'England between 1967 and 1973 is from 1.1 to 1.5 million Lamilies.
This increase rate, however, is less than the nearly three-fold
expansion in the number of\New England poor families with children.
_
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ar- ysis-can be-made for other divisions. If only New

-P0Orcount grew relative to its population in the'siii-,

-we could point to therelatively high-welfare payMents

-tolamilies with. Dependent Children (AFDC) mailable to

zens,ofIlew England States as possibly a,major factbr in this

41440.,.--Zoviever.,-theiNest South_ Central States,-whose number, of

also grew in this period, are at the bottom of the ranking OH

_yments by states. This at-Mist casts doubt on the hypothesis

Irelatively attractive welfare benefits explain much of the

icmoirement of-poor individhals. 50/
-! 1

tei1ati2e2Tatxjataridatr---

aphic Distribution of Poor.Persons, Families, and Families

-Children in 1973,

-Tables -.5, 6, and 7 also present division -;specific poverty-counts;

.rankings,' and incidence using poverty thresholds based,,on one,balf-

Ian:income for a-U.S.-family. When we examined families in
eaCteristics-of-poor-faMilies section, theuse-of a MedfaninCome

poVerty_standand-ihsteSd of the:current method increased thec6740R-li.

ippoe.appreciabiy. SiMilarryt.we_find here an .increase Of nearly::40 --

-percent in 1973.-HoweVer, in terms bfJhe'percentage-of the:nation's

poor in each division, ordinal dbibpariions_of the. ocation of-the

-:ppor: the chbic6 of the two standards for a giVen year-Itakee littlet

any, difference. .For example, in 1973,:by.both standards4 roughly.

---10-percent:o&the nation's poor were located-Jn'the;,East South Cebtial

Similar Comparisons bets-ken the two measures can be found-

for -other divisions and other years.
-

The onlpconsittent difference is that using the Census-Orthansky-

definitiont'the number of poor persons and familiet'in East North

Central States exceeds the poor count for Mid Atlantic StatetewhereaSi

-. using one -half median income,more poorbare'found in Mid Atlantic

States than in,EastiNorth Central States. At this point, this:dif=

ference may not appear very important. But -as we shall see below

.such differences in poverty countstttribUtable to poverty defini-

tions have implications for-the distribution.ofosome types of,Federal

funds. Using the median income-poverty standard-inStead.of the

poverty measure; a large and growing differential was found in poor

persons' counts and poor families' counts. For example, in:1967. -

there were only 70 percent as many poor families using the current

standard insteadAf the median income definition, and by 1973 this

differential had,grownto 61 petcent. the reason -for this particular

change is-that the number-of poor families under the current definition

has fallen while the number of poor families under the alternative defi-

nition has increased.'-

Drdigial comparisons betweemdefinitions of the location of-poor

families, or the percentage of the nation's poor families in each



ivxs on are very similar. Some minor diffe
r,at Sid 'Atlantic'States had uniformly more

plaTerty standard, can be observed. But, In g
II/en:Year, the main effect of using a median inaome

.it_to Increase thc. number -of-poor families in any one di
o,--vary the, percen ge of the nation's poor in that Aivisi

Uch as noting
er \the median

etal, for any
erty standard

siorp, not

.

lc. Changes 1 Poor Persons, Families, and Famii es
' ,,\-.

.--

ildfen from 19 to 1973 \\
...;=.----,=-

4
-...---..

----_ :As:--we-,compare,divi onrspecific pove ty counts over \t

.-.04IIK_Patterns eMeme In general,:, deal es in the prop*
la, the _nation's poor famil'es living in Eas North Central,
or ="dentral, South Atlaiit c. ard. East SOuth enttal ,divitio

were-_ found- with bOth poyert., definitions. New England,_ t!iiEp.k

entral, -and-Mountain divisi .3 all e perienced relative ikea es
ial_jitie percentage of poor fadilies i their diVi ions.- Agaik \
-ibese- increases were dOns is ten betw ri poverty, t ndards. -However

within_-these gioss- changes ine 1 ation of poor \families; difr
ferences7oan be found betWeen Chang in the two poverty _standards.

_

in New England in`- 1967--as -a base_ .4ure, we see that there was a \
_For _example, using the percent-age the nation `s poor families

New;764_pOrcent-iricreAse in New; England' ripercentage of poor families by

1973 _using a median income poverty afire versus an 80 percent in-
crease if the current poverty ,standard ts,dsed. That is, if one
,Compares the two definitions in divisions rn Which increases had
occurred, there is a tendency for the inCreat.es,to be greater' if

--,one uses the current standaid. -

For ,poor .persons, changes over time in povertcounts noted
for the current standard are not changed under a'm len income

poverty standard.,

Among families with children of school age, the extent,of
poverty depends on the choice of a poverty standard. 1967,

if one uses the current poverty measure, ,12 percent of 1 sdc

faMiliet are poor. _A comparable rate if one uses the median incq
poverty standard shows a 17 percent poverty rate for, fami ies.
These differentials in poverty changed slightly over the rind

1967"to 1973. In 1967, the nUmber of poor families with children
=.aged.5 to .17 years under the current poverty definition was 71

'percent of the number of uch families using 50 percent of median
income for a family as a standard. In 1970 and 1973 the relative
ratios were 65,percent. However, in contrast to a' similar com-
parison made between the two d initions using all families, 'the
increasing differential in this case is due solely to the -increase
in the number of families who ar' poor ,under a median income \
standard. \

_tie conclude this part of the aper by noting that the main
effect of changing from the current, poverty standard to ,a median



-...-.
,

.

.

tnqwelbased poverty standard is to raise the level of the income`.

cutoff, bot,not to cause'the
geographilocation of the poor between

1567 and 1973 to vary substantially. Only, isolated instances were

foynd in which choice of poverty-definition made a difference in'

the relative ordering of the percentage of the'nation's poor located

:in eadh census division. For example; the Mid Atlantic and-East

''Noriti-Central-States.had rank orderings of poor persons and

poor families reversed in 1973 by changing the poverty definition.

SUth-instances, however,,were the exception. The implicationis

that the differential trend in total poverty doUnts between the'two

poverty- definitions cannot be pinpointed-to differential trends

16..poverty counts by census division.

Geographic Distribution of Poor Persons and-Poor Families
With 1970 Census Data

O

-, In this portion of the paper we use cross-sectional survey- =

data fromthe 1 in.100 sample of the.1970' Census" ofthe Population

to examine state-specific counts of poor personsTaild poot families.

At the outset, we should acknowledge.the limitations of .using-cross-

sectional data. Fde-eXabple,-one may raise the question as to

whether.par-not it is appropriate to use data collected in 1969 to-

make inferences-regardng current, 19771geographic poverty distribu- -

tions-.--As.14e-notedo).n previous
sections where we'used CPS data-, poor

population shifts, in location occurred between 1967 and 1973: The --

implication 'is .that corresponding shifts thay h#e occurred between

1969 end 1977. Against.thisjimitation one has- to consider the ad-

vantage_arising from greater)diSaggregaticin in.the data. Namely,

we can n compare the n -Cand incidence of poverty among the_

several tates, not juS nine census divisions.

Furthermore/ this-disaggregation perii more policy- relevant

-analysis since some Fedetal funds are allocatt'd to states based on

\\poverty, counts and such counts might be affected by variation in

a poverty definition. Because these advantages in using'the 1970,!

"Census data appear to outweigh the limitations, we'present an-analy-
,1

sts using this data set. 'The qualification regarding, the currency

of4he data, however, should be kept in mind.'

As'with previous empirical portions, we stress tabular comperi-

sons. between the present official poverty definition and a relative

poverty definitionbased on one-half median. income. In this portion

we fu ther refine the analysis. Median fam ly-income may be measured

on a n tional or state basis.' The latter ma be a more appropriate

,measure\according to the -view that relative eprivation calls for

comparisons between one's income and local, not national,,norms..

Secondly, as we shall point out, some Federal progtams'rdfer to median

.income in a. geographic area rather'Ehan national median income.

The empirital analysis,
therefZke,10resents counts of poor persons.

and families based on a national and state median income.
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-kpecond,refinement_concerns equivalency scale adjustmentS..

The.turrent poverty standard adjusts equal-well-being thresholds

lor--seVeral factors, including a farm/donfarm\differential: farm

f4MilieSare_assumed to need only 85 percent of nonfarm family

_kcause-ve do _not have state median income poverty

counts = iith this4adjusttene, ,and ;.we wish to isolatelhe poverty

-count- =differences' attributable to
definitional causes, we present

-TOVer s-tYdountfor the current official standard without the farm

differentia thresholds. For a comparison, we al-So include current'

poverty. standard- by_state with the farm/n-600m differential:

The-ana in this wer is, thuS, centered on

a_ e-43-p-state povettY comparisons Usingifolli_criteria:, the current

i0Verty standard; the current standard-without-the farm/nOnfarth

--Wferential; relative poverty using one -half of the medianf ly

ificome,fot the nation without .the faiMdifferential in eqiii envy

:scales;- and .relative 'income based on one-401f medigh intone
,

14ithin each state without the'farm differential.

,Current PovertyStandard /

Pergons and Families ih Poverty by State .

Table 8, column (2), shows the npmber of poorj?5r_sons-underthe

current official standard in each state, ,ar_g_the-percentage of the

nation's poor under that standard_WhOige in each state.' In absolute

uerMs, more heavily populated-Sfitesk such as New York_and California,

have more'poor rsens-fhan sParsely' Populated states. Poor family

counts in Table 8, column (1), also are highest irrale more

ated states. In relatiVe terms..when one compareS the per=7

tentage of poor-peisons-in a state to the percentage of the,nation's,

population 'in-a-state, a different pattern emerges. New York and

California have relatively fewer,poor th0n do many states. In

fact, in-relative terms, the'poverty rate is highest in East South

Central-States followed by West South Central and South -Atlantic..

States. Another methOd of expressing a related point is to note

that 35 percent of the people.of Mississippi are.poor Versus 8 ,

percent in New Jersey. These figures are computed as row percentages

as opposed to the column percentages presehted irk, the tables. The '

oint is that incidence of poverty for Southern person's and families

is relatively high. _

If we e-di-Op the farm threshold differential in the current poverty

;
standard/ the change in poor persons.counts,'column.(3) versus column

,(2) in Table 8 [or column (2) versus-column (1) in= Table 9.for poor

families] there is a slight increase in poverty counts in most states

because poverty income thresholds rise. There are, however, virtually-.

--no differences in the relative percentage of the nation's-poor in

each-state.
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X 'G
and Poverty Defihition Using 1970

(figures' ill hiapdredsy

(4)

,
(5),

'One -Half

National - State

Median Median'
Family Inc Family Income

v.

(1)

4

CensuDiviskA _Population

X "c'T

enJ SUP-Oata

(22

Number of Poor
According to
Current
Definition

(3)

Curient
Defiztitidn

Nonfarm

-U.S. Total 1978097

New Englaiid

Maine
'New HanOshireVet
Massachusetts
Ri-cole Island

Connecticut.,

Mid' Atlantic

'New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

114624
9570 (0.48)
7145 (0.36)
'4310 (0.22)

55065-(2.78)
9019 (0.46)
29515 (1.49)

363967
178238
70415

115314

East :forth Central 393075
. .

Ohio 104242

Indiana 50611

Illinois 108352

Michigan 86954

Wisconsin 42916

West North Central 158545

.'Minnesota 37111

Iowa 27468

Missouri 45580

North Dakota 5935

South Dakota 6429

Nebraska 14412

Kansas 21610

South Atlantic 296891

Delaware -x 5341
Maryland' 38128

Distriit of Coltrtia 7197

Virginia 44522

West Virginia " 17088

Noith Carolina 48908

'South Carolina , 24809

Georgia -0 44645

Florida 66253

East South Central. 125088

.Kentucky 31339

Tennessee, 38329

Alabama , 33761

Mississippi 21659

West South Central
'Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma

'Mountain
Montana y

' Idaho
Wyoming

. Colorado Am
Ne4Mexico

. Arizona
Utah-
NeVada

Pacific'
Washington

CP9211_
California
Alaska
Hawaii

187821
18816
35465
24686

108854

80676
6747

6961

3227
2)351
9932

17281
10379

4798

(9.01)

(3.56)

(5.82)

(5:27)_,

(2:56)
(5.48)1:

(4.40)
(2.17)

273972 277189- 440304

, 10426 10441 , 18038

1273 (0.46) 1277 40.46) 2497 (0,56)

713 (0.26) 720-(0.26) 1294 (0.29)'

530 (0.19) 533 (0.19) 957 40.21)

4749 (1.73) 4750 (1.71) 8216 '(1.83) --

1124 (0.41) 1124 (0.40) 1727 (0.38)

2037 (0.74) 2037 (0.73) 3347 (0.75)

38550
20373 (7.44)

5641 (2.06)
12536 (4.58)

43673674'.

18034
1630 (0,37)
1222 (0.28)
957 (0.22)

8454 (1.94)
1727 (0.40)

4044 (0.93)

38680 64704 , 66180

20426 (7.37)' 33279 (7.42) 35549 (8.14)

5654 (2.04). 9589' (2.14) 11331 (2.59)

12600 (4.54) 21836 (4.87) 19300 (4.42)

39107 (1.43) 39356

1"065743:89) "10795.

4802 (1.75) 4971

11241 (4.10) 11333

8187 (2.99) 8255

4220 (1.54) 4402

20264

(1.88) 3979 (1.45)

(1.39) 3119 (1.14)

(2.30) 6119 (2.52)

(0.30) 936 (0.34)

(0.33) 1142 (0.42)

(0.73) 1991 (0.73),

(1.09) 2978 (1.09) °

53008

(0.21) 617 (0.23)

(1.93)----. 3823 (1.40)

(0.36) 1277 (0.47)

(2.25) 6878 (2.51)
(0.86) 3963 (1.45)

(2.47) 9753 (3.56)

(1.25) 6136 (2.24)

(2.26) 9430 (3.44)

(3.35) 11131 (4.06)

31938

(1.58) 7268 (2.65)

(1794) 8367 (3.05),

(1.71) 8670 (3.16)

(1.09) 7643 (2 79)

(0.95)

(1.79)

(1.25)

(5.50)

(0.34)

(0:35)

(0.16)

(1.08)

(0.50)

(0.87)
(0.52)

0(0.24)

257410
32990 (1.67)
20398 (1:03)
193894(10.00)

2784 (0.14)
7344 (0.37)

39690
5173

"8608

4.70
20339

11475
920

876

390

2688
2323
2657
1207
414

28652
3302

2460
21812

320

758

66742

(3.89) -1822r-(4:06)

(1.79) 8844 ( )

(4.09) 18463 (4.12)

(2.98) 13496 (3.01)

(1.59) 7718 (1.72)

21829 37292

4182 (1.51) 7358

r3260 (1.18) 5972

7061 (2.54) 11408

979 (0.35) \ 174(

1215 (0.44) 2131

2076 (14.75) \ 3559

3056-(1.10) 5118

53505 \\84063

621 (0.22) \1074

3839 (1.38) 6349

1277 (0.46) 1908

6969 (2.51) 11525

3981 (1.44) 6112

9939 (3.59) 15682

6227 (2.25) 9140

9510 (3.43) 14394

11142 (4.02) 17079

32515
7473

8521
8761
7760

40104

(1.89) , . 5258

(3.51) 9674

(1.66) . 4671

(7.42) 20501

(0.34)

(0.32)

(0.14)

(0.98)

(0.85)

(0.97)

(0.44)

(0.15)

(1.21)

(0.90)

(7.96)

(0.12)

(0.28)

(2.70)

(3.07)

(3.16)

(2.80)

(1.90)'

(3.49)

(1.69)

(7.40)

10980
931 1(0.34)

905 (0.331'

397 (0.14)
2127 (0.77)
2333 (0.84)
2658 /0.96)
1215 (0.44)
414 (0.15)

28779
3342
2490

21869
320
758

(1.21)

(0.90)

(7.90)

(0.12)

(0.27)

47942
11211

13011
12944

10776

62085
7908

13986
7491

32700

72325
"18790-14:30I-
'8897 (2.04)
21180 (4.84)
15537 (3.56)
7921 (1.81)

33631

(1.' .) 7846 (1.80)

(1.33) 8899 (2.04)

(2.54) 10895 (2.49)

(0:39) 1392 (0.32)

(0.47) 16120.37)
(0.79). 32950.75)
(1.14) 4692 (1.07)

-76828

(0.24) '1094 (0.25)

(1.42) 7233'(1: 6).

(0.42) 2034 (0: 7)

(2.57) "10849 (2.48)

(1.36) 4641 (1.06)

(3.50), 13401 (3.07)

{2.04 7890 (1.81) '

(3.21) 13554 (3.10)

(3.99) 16132 (3.69)

(2,50)

(2.90)

(2:89)

(2.40)

(1.76)

(3.12)

(1.67)
(7.29)

40054
9520 (2.18)

10607 (2.43)
11248 (2.58)
8678 (1.99)

5:90g7(.1.39)

1202 (2.76)
.66 ( .51)

31215 (7 15)

19527, 18169

1703 (0.38) 1626 (0.3

1649 (0.37) 1273 (0.29)

727 (0.16) 707 (0.16)

4638 (1.03) 4633 (1.06)

3626 (0.81). 3234 '10.74)

4275'(0.95) 3990 (0.91)

2149 (0.48) 1846 (0.42)

760 (0.17) 860 (0.20)

60298
5579

4108
36369

12944
1298

54543

(1.24)- 6033

(0.92) 4154

(8.11) --42142
(2.88) 685

(0.29)' 1529

(1.38)

(0.95)
(9.65)

(0.16)

(0.36)

SOURCE: Special tatul.ations by Census for Kahn and Miller.
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t-iate and poverty_4Deanitron

(1) .f2) '-' (3); (4)" .- thicker nfer6or , ' ,
- - Haber of Poor. -Famtilieie One-Half -6.0e_fialf

Families; (SW- -CUirent National --State -
cairreit , ; Definition Median Median

0 Definition , Nonfarm ' - Family-1=re Family InCaim,

-U.S. Ibtal , 55309 56126 94535 , , 91442
.

1.iii: z. 2001 2006 3673
.

- 3598
14iihe'-',- 259 (0,46) 537,10.57);257 (0.46) {4' :336 (0.37)
-14eittllits4:shire ,144 10.26) ' 146 (0.26) 270 0.29) '251, (0.28)
VeOritat 93410.17)' 94 (0.17) 154 (0.17),188 (0.20)

892 (1.59) 1690 (1.85).-Masisechusetts , 892'(3..61)
223- (0.40)

1644:11.74)
;Rhode-Island 223 (0.40) 363' (0.38) -, '341, (0.37)
3:inialcut

- ,. ...
392\.10.71)- -, 392 (0.70) 671 (4.71) -, 82:5" (0.90)

MidrAtIontic 515:,' r --,, 7549 0 13320 13620
-NeW )fork 3980 '(7.20) 3993 (7.11) 6830 (7.22) 7333 (ti _02),

.New Jeraey 1110 (2:01) 1112 (1:98) , 198012.09)g , 1,235712.58)
Perrsyllvanra - 2425 ,(4.38) '-'" -2444 (4.3) 4510 (4.771 3930-t4.30)-

,Diart4brti; Central / 7638 , 7780 143890817 .(4.27"):
- ;

Inliana -I

2109 (3.81)" 2146 (3.82)
967 (1.75)

13679
(4;00)

99311.77)- . 1862 (1.97), 1871 (2.05)---:
Illinois 21'79 (3.941 4",'e 2201 (3.92) -. 3771 (3.99) 4364 (4.77)
Michigan ° 1612 (2.91)',4r ' 1629 .(2.90) 2752' (2.91) 3185 3.48) -
Wiszns.in 771 11.39)4 8,11 41.44) 1509 (1.60) 1554 (1.70), --.....

e

West North Central 4294 `, ", 4490 . 8026' 7528
761 (1.38) \ 805-(1.43) 1499 (1.59Minnesota 1603 - (1.75)

lbw 617 .(1.12) 655 (1.17) 1272 (1.35)
11242132' (21.2654)).Missouri 1444 (2.61) 1491 (2.66), 2539j(2.59)

North Dakota 183 (0..33) .193 (0.34) 365'1(0.39) 282 (0.31)

404 (0.13)
'257 (0.46) ' 339 (0.37) "446 1(0.47)

695 (0.76)
--South Dakota 239 (0.431.

:
Nebraskan 424 (0.76) °

1150
((10..2820;

,----,- ,--,.: -"- --rgi Kansks . . - 646. (1.17) 665 (1.18) 1056 (/.1.5) t,- =- "R.-, -0_,---.. r, :
... -

,South Atlantic 11007 11127 , 181661 : 16610

Del&are 125 (0.23) - 126 (0.22) 2171(0.223) 221 (0:24)
Maryland 732 "(1.32) 736 (1.31)- 1270 (1.34) - 1461 (1.60)
District of Columbia 219 (0.40) .219 (0.39) ,. 343 (0:36) 371 10.41)
Virginia 1432 (2.59) 1456 . (2.59) 2480 (2.62) ,, 2316 (2.53)
West Virginia 857 (1.55) 861 (1.53) 1380 (1.46) 1022 (1.12)
North Carolina 2044 (3.70) '2094 (3.73) 3459 (3.66) 290 (3".18)
South Carolina 1252 (2.26) 1269 (2.26) 1903 (2.01) 1619 (1.77)-
Georgia 1965 (3.55) 1981 (3.53) 3086 (3.26) 2892 (3.16)
Florida 3803 (4.16)2381,14.30)--' 2385 (4.25) g 4028 (4.26)

. ...

Kentucky - '1-- 1620 (2.93) 1674. (2.98)
6986

2557 (2.70) , '8216701i (2.30);
6840 , 10597Kist South Central .

Tennessee 1900 (3.39)1858 (3.36) 2978 (3.15) 2391 (2.61)
Alabama t , 1799 (3.25) 1824 (3.25) 2798 (2.96) 2400 (2.62)
ii.ssistappi I , 1563 (2.83) 1590 (2.83) 2264 '(2.39) 1782 (1:95)

82988180West Smith Central. 11918
.

Arkansas ' 1124 (2.03) 1148 (2.05)
13402
1811 (1.92) 1346 (1.47)

Louiliiena 1944 (3.51) 1960 (3.49)' 2912 (3.08) 2443 (2.69)
Oklatican 1016 (1.84) 1048 (1.87) 1786 (1.89) ,44564 (1.71)

4096 (7.41) 4142 (7.38) 6893 (7.29) ,,' 6545 (7.1,6)
..,

2238 2163
r. ..

182 (0.32)
4;21 3706

179 (0.32) 343 (0.36) 327 (0.36)
179 (0.32) 187 (0.33) 368 (0.19) 273 (0.30)

494 (0.89) 502 (0.89)
151 (0.17)
930 (1.02)

83 (0.15) '84 (0.15) 155 (0.16)

.. 456 (0.82) 794341. (00.7998/ZW Mexico 459 (0.82) 659 (0.72)

Utah
/ 247 (0.45)

516 (0.92)
249 (0.44)

884 (0.94)
433 (0.46) 370 (0.40)

516 (0.93) 811 (0.89)

klevada 84 (0.15) - 84 (0.15) 163 (0.17) '185 (0.20)
P ,

Pacific ' 5596
Washington

/ California 1265 (7.71) '4279 (7.62)
471 (0.86) 482 (0.86)
654 (1 .18) 5662627 (1.18) 1174 (1.24) 1279 (1.40)

9651

7278 (7.70)
856 (0.91)

11103

8536 (9.'33)
870 (0.951

ti Alaska 53 (0.09) 53 (0.09) 92 (0.10) 122 (0.13)
// Hbaii. 151. (0.27) 151 (0.27) 251 (0.271 296 (0.321

`tiountiiin
ttritana
Idaho

t
tr SCUESZ: Special' tabulations by Censiis for Kahn and Mi:.ler.
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Relative Poverty:2221El

Persons and Tamilies-in Poverty by State

Relative poverty, defined as one-half the median family income

for the nation, is used together with the urban,' official, equivalency

scale to form a matrix of poverty threSholds used to determine the

'number of podr'persons and poor families. .By comparingcorresponding

-entries in columns (3) and (4) of Table 8, we can judge the impact

on poor persons counts of changing from the current poverty standard,

$3.,743 for a nonfarm four-person
family in 1969, tc a median income

based poverty standard, $4,798 for families in the United States

in 1969. 51/ A similar comparison can be made -3r- families-in

'olumns (Trend (3) of Table 9. The immediate effect of changing

to the relative poverty definition is to raise the number`" eZ,poor

persons from 27.7 million to 44.8 million, a 6U percent it Tease in

the number and incidence of poverty.

i:The extent of this increase, however, is not uniform among

different states. In states in which median income of familietis

above the national average, sue! az New York, $10,719, and Connecticut,

-$12,045, the-inertse in the in,A.dence of poVerty, the percentage of

population who,are poor, is above the overall increase, while in

Mississippi, $6,068, and Kentucky, $7,439, relativelySow-income

states, the increased poverty incidence is less than the national

average..,)n terms of what-percentage of-the nation's poor are

located in which states, the changefroM the current poverty standard

to a relatiVeNpoverty standard increases the relative number of the

nation's poor in richer-tates and lowers the relative.nuMber of

poor in less richetates. This 'tendency is. most clearli shown

when comparing the column (2) and (3)
percentages in Table 9 for

Mid Atlantic States with corresponding entries for South Central,

States: See also Table 10 for persons and Table 11 for children.

Replacing national with state median income, column (5) versus

column (4) in Table 8, inc ases the of po-:.qty over the

official standard by less tnan the increase r(Jund when using

a national median income standard. The overall difference

in the amount of increase is roughly one-half of,one percent, or

just over one million less poor persons. As with the national Yadian

.
income standard, poverty

increases in all states, but a very important

\difference emerges when comparing the amount of/the increased poverty

in low versus high income states. When one uses 50 percent of median

family income in a state as a poverty threshold to determine the

percentage of poor 'persons in that state, the percentage increase

in the incidence of poverty in high-income states is less than the

percentage increase in poverty, incidence in low-income states.

Put another way, consider two states, Mississippi and New Jersey.

In Mississippi there are more-poor-persons
and families under a poverty

threshold based on one-half national median, income than there are poor
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Tifire 10. Incidence of Poverty for PerrsonS by State and bY

Alternative' Poverty Definition: -1970 Census ---,..

/

Name of Stat._

(1) (2) (3),

50 Percent of

(4)

50 Percent Of
(5)

Current CUrresit Family Median Family Median Mowii*n ,

Poverty Standard Irperre for Lome for Ihcome of

Standard- for Nonfarm Nation State . all Families

United States 13.9

, Alabama 25.7

Alaski 11.5

----------------=.. 27.5
15.4

'California 11.2
ColOrado , 12.6

,

e-Cconecticut 6.9

Delawire 11.6
District of Columbia 17.7

florida
Georgia 21.1

Hawaii 10.3

Idaho 12.6

.--.,----,,

Illinois 10.4

Ihdigula 9.6
Iowa 11.4

Kansas 13.8

Kentucky 23.2
i---.,

Louisiana $ 27.1
Maine ' 13.3

......,

Maryland 10.0
1 Massachusetts , 8.6

Michigan , 9.4

' Minnesota A10.7
Mississippi ,: 35.3

Missouri 15.2

----- Montana 13.6

Nebraska 13.8

Nevada 8.6_
NOW Haw. 're 10.0

New Jeri 8.0

New Maxi ;._ 23.4

New York 11.4

North Carolina 19.9

.' ',, North Dakota 15.8

'Ohio 10.2

Oklakam 18.5

Oregcri-- 12.1

Pennsylvania 10.9

Rhode Island 12.5
South Carolina 24.7

South Dakota 17.8

Tennessee 21.8

Texas 18.7
Utah 11.6
Verront 12.3

Virginia 15.4

Washington 10.0
'---__ West Virginia 23.2

Wisconsin 9.8

Waning '.z. 12.1

/7 14.0

26.0.

11.5
15:4

11.3

12.8
6.9

11.6
17.7
16.8
21.3

10.3
13.0
10.5
9.8

11.9

14.1_
23

27%.

13.
101
8.6
9.5

11.3

35.8
15.5
13.8
14.4
8.6

10.1
8.0

23.5
11.5
20.3
16.5
10.4
18.9
12.2-
10.9
12.5
25.1
18.9
22.2
18:8
11.7
12.4
15.7

23.3
10.3
12.3

22.7

38.3
19.0
24.7
4'.0
18.8

21.7
.11.3
20.1
26.5
27.0
32.2
17.7
23.7
17..0

17.5
21.7
23.7

35.8
39.4
26.1
16.7
14.9
15.5
19.8
49.8

25.0
25.2
24;7
15.8
18.1
13.6
36.5
18.7
32.1
29.4
17.5
30.3
20.1
18.9
19.1
36.8
33.1
13.9
30.0
20.7
22.2
25.9
16.9
35.8

18.0
22.5

22.1

33.3
24.6
23.1

32.3
21.7
21.7
13.7
20.5

28.3
24.3

30.4
20.5

18.3
19.5
17.6

19.5
21.7

29.7
34.0
17.0
19.0
15.4
17.9
21.1

' 40.1
23.9
24.1

22.9
17.9
17.1

16.1
32.6
19.9
27.4

23.5
18.0

j 26.8
20.4

16.7
17.9
31.8

25.1
27.7
28.7
17.8

18.7
24.4

18.3

27.2
18.5
21.9

$ 9596

7263

12507
9206
6271

.10828
9568

12045
10255
9606

8274
8174

11664
8405

11096
9967 ;ty

9055
8725
7439
7527
8220

11206
10981
11.174
9928

6068
8935
8547
8597

10779
9698.

11589
7845

10719
77:0
7836

10372
7720

9498
r 9568

9734
7620
7490
7446
8514
5'342

8974
9076

10481
7414

10080
'9030

*Incidence is defined as the percentage of the population of the stet, iho.are poor.

SCUPCE: Column (1) Special tabulations by Census.
Column-(2)-4Special takulationd by Census.
Column (3) Special tabulations by Census for Kahn and Miller.
Column (4) Speciakiabalations by Census for Kahn and Miller.

Column (5) U.S. Department of amerce, Social and Economic Statistics
Aministration, Bureau of theCensus:; Detailed Characteristics,

U.S. Sirinary (PC(1)-0.11, February 1973.
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,Table 11. Incidence of Poverty for Relabed Children, 5-17 Years, by

States and Alternative Poverty Definition: 1970 Census

(1)

'Current

Poverty
Standard

(2)

Current Standird
. Using Nonfarm

Equivalency
Scale

(3)

50 Percent of

Median-Famuly
Inoome for
Nation

(4)

50 Percent of
Median Family
Inoome for
State

United States 15.2\\\ 15.3 25.5 24.9

Alat&ma 30.5 . 30.8 44.2 8.6

ALaSka 10.8 10.8 19.7 26.9

Ar 17.6 17.6 28.5 26.8

Ar 32.2 32.7 48.0. 37.1

.California 12.5 \. 12.5 20.6 24.2

Colorado 13.2 \ 13.5 23,2 23.2

'Connecticut 6.9 \ 6.9 12:2 15.0,

Delaware 12.8 \12.8 23.3 24.1

District of Columbia 23.4 23.4 36.8 39.2

Florida 19.7 19.7 31.5- 28.2

Georgia 25.2 25.4 38.4 36.3

Hawaii 10.-9, 10.9 23.7 24.2

Idaho 12..0- -- 12.4 24.1 18.6

Illinois 10.9 10.9 19.0 22.2

Indiana 8.7
18.2 28.7

Iowa 10.1

_9.0
10.6 21.9 19.3

Kansas It
12.9 13.3 21.8 21.6

Kentucky 25.0 25.9 40.3 33.0

Louisiana 31.2 31.5 45.4 39.1

Maine 14.2 14.2 29.1 18.6

Maryland 11.1 11.1 19./k 22.3

Massachusetts 8.7 8:7 16.2\ 16.7

Michigan 9.0 9.1 16.0 19.0

Minnesota 9.3 10.0 19:7' 21.2

Mississippi 40.9 41.5 58.0 46.8

Missouri 15.0 15.3 25.9 24.4

Montana 13.1 13.2 28.6 27.1

Nebraska 13.6 14.4 26.6 24.5

Nevada 8.8 8.9 17.6 10.1

New Parpshire 8.2 8.3 17.8 16.4

New Jersey 8,4 8.4 15.5

_New Mexico 28.0 28.0 42.7 38.1

New York 13.0 13.0 22.0 23.6

North Carolina 23.4 23.9 37.5 32.2

North Dakota 17.1 17.9 31.9 ';26.0

Ohio 10.1 10.3 18.7 :19.4

Oklahxna 19.1 19.4 31.5 27.5

Oreron ....--'
11.1 11.3 20.2 20.5

Pentsyivinia 11.0 11.0 20.9 18.1

'.Land 12.3 12.3 20.2 18.8
__,Rha.

Cnuth Carolina 30.2 30.8 43,9 38.8

South ,akota 17.:. 18.1 35.8 25.2

Tennes1-4...

Texas

24.9
/

25.4
21.8

39.4
34.8

31.9
33.3

Utah 10.1 10.2 20.3 16.8

Vermont 12.1 12.1 24.4 20.5

Virginia 18.3 )8.6 30.8 29.2

'Washington 8.8 9.0 16.1 17.7

West Virginia 25.1 25.3 39.9 29.6

Wisconsin 9.0 9.6 18.8 19.3

Wyoming 10.1 10.6 22.9 22.4

SOURCE: Column (1) Special tabulations cy Census.

Column (2), Special tabulations by Census.

Column (3) Spec'.al tabulations by Census for Kahn and Miller.

Column (4) Special tabulations by Census for Kahn and Miller.

Column (5) U.S. Departoant of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics

Administration, Bureau of the Census, Detailed Characteristics,

U.S. Summary (PC(1)-011, February 1973.
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_persons and families under one-half the median incoma_Of,

Mississippi families. In fact, by the national income standard,
one-half of all the people of Mississippi are poor and nearly 60
percent of the children of Mississippi are poor, The reverse

is true for New'Jersey, a state whose median income exceeds the
national familymedian income. That is, a state-based median income

poverty standard is associated with greater New Jersey:poor than a
national-based median income poverty standard,- The importance of
these issues will emerge in the next section when we discuss pro-
gram implications and alternative schemes for the distribution of
Pederal'fUnds.

Program Implications

Examples of Feder Programs Using Alternative Poverty
DefinitionS

Since the development of the current official poverty.threSholds,_
a number of Federal statutes have incorporated aspects of poverty
definition into the law's criteria for eligibility or disbursement
of Federal funds. Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Edudation
Act (ESEA) impart determines eligibility for Federal funds to aid
educationally disadvantaged school children based on the current

\, poverty,definition.

Another example is the Comprehensive Employment and Tpining
Act of 1973 (CETA), an umbrella act which incorporateStw6 poverty
definitions. First, eligibility for participation in various man-

power programs is made according to whether a person is "economically -,
disadvantaged" or not. A person is "economically disadvantaged" (see
Title VI, Section 94.4), if he is a member of a family receivipg cash
welfare payments or if his annual income does not exceed the current
poverty standard (our term,, not theirs). A second poverty definition

is used under CETA to distribute Federal funds. As stated in Title

VI, Section 95.2, paragraph (iii): "Twelve and one-half percent of
the funds subject to the allocation formula be allocated on the basis
of a prime sponsor's proportion of the number of adults in low-income-
families in all prime sponsor areas." A family is considered "low-income"
1T7F-income if its income is below $7,000 in 1969 dollars. Ii short,

Federal funds under CETA are distributed based on a strictly absolute
poverty standard, whereas eligibility for those funds within an area
is set according_to-a relatively absolute standard, the current official
thresholds. ESEA and CFTA are two examples of Federal programs using
the current official poverty count; we can also point to Federal
programs using median income poverty standards.

The main purpose of the Housing and Community Development Act
of 1974 was to direct housing toward the low-income population.
Under this act the current official' poverty criteria may be used
to determine the "extent of poverty" except for adjustments as appro-
priate and in the sole discretion of the Secretary, for regional
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Or locai-variations in the income and cost_ofliving/The

extent of"poverty" is..a.Xey factor in allocating fUnds tO.

different areas undetT1itle I of'the act. Criterii,for eligia

bility fot having assistance,
listed in Title II, use three

poyerty definitions, two of which are based on median :income in

an area., Section 201(a), amending
the-United States Housing Act

of 1973 says, "...The term 'very low-income families' means

,families whose income does not exceed 50 percentum of the median

family income for' the area, as, determined by the secretary with

adjudtMents,for smaller and larger families:" An,earlier part of

Title II, Section 8(f) defines eligibility for'housing assistance

-According to whether a'family is a "lower-incomelfamily." This

term means that the family's income does not exceed 80 percentum

of the median income for the area, although the Secretary may make

-
adjustments for family size'and other factors:deemed relevant,

Title XX of the Social.Seciwity Act is another example of the

administrative use of a poverty line based on median income withinj

acetate. The overall purpose of-this act "authorizes Federal

sharing for the cost of state - sponsored social services other than

basic health, education, and institutional services or income

maintenance.. 52/ Under this act, Federal support can be forth-7

coming fordaTcare programs for children, meals on wheels to shut-

ins, family planning/ etc: No payment_for_these services need be

made by families.whose income is less than the lower of (1) 80 per-

cent of the median income for a family of four in the state, or

(2) the median income for a family of four in the fifty states and'

the District of ColUmbia with further
adjUstments made by the

Secretary for family size. A fee schedule for the-services-is

establiShed for families whose incomes are between 80 percent and'

115 percent of the median income within the state:

Listing the various poverty definitions in ,ouirent use is

more suggestive- than definitive. It does undefline, however,

that a main aspect of this paper, Comparing the current official

poverty standard with a relative poverty standard, has more than

hypd:thetical interest. Both definitions of poverty are in current

.
use today'to distribute Federal funds to areas or individuals.

Is it desirable to allocate Federal funds based on two poverty

Counts? What are the consequences of one-pdfierty standard versus

another in terms of which states receive which share of Federal

funds? By addressing the last question we may be able to answer

part of the first question.

The Implication of Poverty Definitions on the Geographical

Distribution of Federal Funds

We next examine below several alternative schemes of dis-

tributing funds to states._. In general, we will not replicate

exactly the existing distributional schemes, but rather'look for pat-

terns which emerge when using the'current official poverty -gt-aridard
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as ppoeed relative poverty standard. In this discussion;

weshall refer to poverty counts of persons and families. Finally,

ii,keeping wit the particular interests of tne Poverty Task Force,

Comper aspects of-the relative distributional impacts of

ailoca4ng,fu s to statee_under Title I, Elementary and Secondary

Education/Act endments, which depends, in part, on a Census;- -,

OrshanskY,povefty line, with the distributional impacts of uslhg.

(a) O the current poverty line, -or (b) .a poverty line defined

as 5 .perceQt of-the family median insane for the nation, as (c)

a poverty line based on 50 percent of-the family,median income _

the state.

Allocation Implications from Persons in, Poverty by'State

and Poverty Definition
, .

Table 8 lists data on personsin the 50 states and divisions

-by population, current poverty standard; -the current standard with

no farm/nonfarm adjustment, a relative poverty standard based on

one-half family incomr for all families in the country, and a-compar-

able relative poverty standard using median income within a state. A

Data are from the 1970-CensUs. Within each of the five columnstare

two entriesi the numeric total for the state or division and the

fraction or percent of the total accounted for by the state. The

numeric totals are included only for the proverbial interested

reader. Our main interest lies with.the percentage figures.

One might begin a,discussion of alternative distributional

methods by suggesting that one part in fifty be given to each state. I

Such a.scheme can be quickly dismissed o -- - u s that states
/

with large populations would :.. ess money per than I

sparsely populated Tr'From this objection, one tight offer: /

that a d* ion based on relative number of individdals within /

e is a logical next step. For example, since Maine has roughly./

9.5 million persons, or 0.48 percent of the-population for the nation;,

Maine should receive 0.48 percent of a total amount of allocated

ederal dollars.

This per capita distribution scheme implies uniform needs

between individuals. In particular, it considers the needs of a

poor person to be identical to someone who_isnit poor. Many would

object because densely populated_arees-iiiCh as the Northeast, which

have relativel!: few poor, would receive-more than their "fair share"

of Federal dollars. 'If one'follows a criteria that Federal.funds

designated to poor persons should be allocated according to the

location'of those poor persons, then an alternative distribution -

scheme is needed.

More appropriately, a family of alloeative schemes is

obtained by considering different counts of poor persons under

different poverty definitions-.-- In colUmns (2) through- (5-) are

the_relative percentages of Federal funds that would go to each
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state- under. the four different povertS, definitons.' T4ble 8,

coluMns (2) through:(5), shows the relative percentages of Federal

funds that would go to each state under, four different poverty

lefinitions. Whether one uses the current, Overty definition,

column(2), or the current definition without a farm adjustment,

column (3Y, Tittle allbtative difference is-seen.
0

For instance, the sixteen states and the District of Columbia,

an area called the "South" made up of South Atlantic, East South

Central, and West South Central divisions, would receive the largest

share, about 45 percent of FederafOoverty dollars, if Federal

dollars were allocated to states on. the baL of the current poverty

definition. The states in the South, in general, have a greater

poverty percentage than a population percentage. This means that

distribution of funds to these states based on the offiCial thresholds

overcomes a needs difficulty presented with a strict per capita dis-

tributional scheme,

What happens if we use a relative poverty definition? Itithis

case, the absolute number of400r increases in every state. However,

regardless of whether one uses 50 percent. of national median income or

50 percent of state median income, states'that have relatively low

avera e incomes would receive relativel less Federal dollars with a

m-lan income poverty sta 4r an wi a istri utiona sc

on the current scores. The South under a national medianoincome

777aistaavIa7ealTie about 43 percent of total Federal poverty

funds. If a state median income standard were used, even fewer Federal

dollars, roughly 39 percent, would go.to the South. On the other-hand;

relatively high-income states, such as New York and New.Jersey,,stand

to receive more Federal funds under a relative poverty definition.

Between the two relative poverty definitions, use of astate median

income results in more funds allocated to richer states and less funds

allocated to poorer states.

Useof.a national median income poverty standard can be generally

stated as treating individuals or families in the nation equally who

are equal in some reference category such as family income. However,'

state median income °poverty standard says that a family'with a 1969

nnual income of $5,790 was poor if they lived in New Jersey, but--

not poor if they lived 10 miles away in New York. 14t.vw J

will receive relatively more poverty dollars than New rk, pos-

sibly-because relatively more very rich persons li -'in New Jersey

than New York. The point is that horizontal equ y distribution

norms can be approached locally, as for person within a state,

or-- nationally'. If one allocates funds on th /former basis, the pre-

transfef existence of rich persons in the tae serves to attract

More Federal funds, but that is very similar to what' is done under

several existing Federal allocative schemes.

eme -sed
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Allocative Implications from FaMiliesin Poverty by State
and Poverty DefinitiOn-"'

Table-9spresents data for families comparable to data presented(
in Table 8 for persons. Althoughqhe-alibdatie'Weightsdiffer
between the-two tables, quite similar patterns emerge when comparingi 7

allocative weights within a given state across different poverty
definitions. The important points are: (1) in states with high
(16W) average family income, use of a relative poverty definition
instead of the current definition increases (lowers) the perdentage of
national funds-allocated to the state, and (2), within the category of
relative poverty definitions, use of.a standard based, on state median
indoor lowers (increases) the percentage of national funds allocated to
s es\with median incomes below(above) the-nation average.

Geographic Distribution of Poor Children with 1970 Census atm

and Title I? ESEA
-

Poverty Definitions of Title I of the-1974 Elementary and Secondary
Education} ;Act

= The definition of povertly'One selects can:affect the eligible,
pOpulation and the distribution of funds for Federal programs. However,
it is seldom the only _factor. For example, the distribution formula -

used under Title I of ESEA to determine the eligible population in
each state, involves counting three groups: children 'from families
defined as poor under the official poverty standard; paus,two-thirds
of the children_in families on Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) with income-above the current year official standard fora
family-of four; plus children in state institutions such as-those for
orphaned or delinquent children. 53/ The actual payment rate depends
not only on eligibility, but on' tEg vailability of federal funds and
a cost-of-schooling-per-child s e factor. It is useful to examine
the effects of alternative rty measures on the distribution of'
Federal funds in the context of these other factors. HoWever, it is
beyond the scope of this to analyze fully all the ramifications
of alternative distrib' ion formulas. 'Rather, in order to illustrate
the general direction of changes in the context of the other factors,
a descriptive treatment of simplified-versions of the eligibility
criteria of the'Title I formUla of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act is presented in the section.

First, we examine only the count of pdor school-age children and
consider the effect of annually distributing the estimated $1.9 billion
dollars to the states under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act if the actual ESEA scheme were based only on the count.
of poor school children and did not use the adjustments for AFD(
participation, per-pupil school costs, and the smoothing techniqle
of lag7adjusting actual payments in one year-based on a percentage
of the previous year-'-s actual payment.
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I

table 12, columns (3) through (6), shows a variety of counts

--of-poor-School children
calculated by varying the poverty definition.

For-comparison, we also include the present and past counts-of-1

"edUdatiOnally disadvantaged" school children-as determined by am:

4proxiMation to the Title I eligibility :'criteria. The reason'

Title I,entries are an approximation is, that we have not included

,the-PCOr-Mhttdren~ef Puerto Rico, the Virgih Islands, and Guam, since

we lack comparable poverty
count information on those areas. If.we use

as an allocative criteria; the
relative number of poor children in any

one state, and assume no intrastate schooling cost adjustments, then we

may use the poor children counts in the (a) columns to compute -the

percentages of allocative weights shown'in the (b) columnsi.k
_

Children defined as educationally
disadvantaged according tol,.

the.current and past versions of Title I are counted in columns

41a) and (2a), respectiVely. Differences in the row entries reflebt-

"mainly the change in the eligibility in which an absolute poverty

threshold, $2,000_per family, was replaced with the official stand-,

ard, a relatively absolute poverty threshold. The 1965 "Title I

standard, used to compute odium (2) entries,, was based on the sum

of two groups: (1) children aged 5 to 17 years from families with

'incomes of less than $2,000 according to the 1960 Census; and (2)

children from families on AFDC whose annual payments exceeded $2,000.-

Bythe early61970's, AFDC
participants had grown to such an extent

that the AFDC 'factor was a dominant factor in the Title I fund

distribution formula. For this reason the formula was_amended

by replacing_theTirst factor, the absolute'poverty threshold, with

the current official poverty definition ard including only two-

thirds of the AFDC children. The entries in column (1) are-made

with the amended Title I.

In the remaining sedtiohs we use the eligibility portion

of current'Title I
distribution formula as an actual distribution

formula. In this discusian we first.compare hypothetical Title

I distributions with and without the AFDC add-on. Dropping the

AFDC add-on means the
hypothetical'Title I fund distribution wOuld

be based solely on the existing official poverty standard. For

,comparison, we examine_these
hypothetical Federal fund allocative_

- ,schemes -with
distributions%implied by use of median family

poverty standards, where median income is first national median

income and next state median income: We conclude by offering an

allocative scheme based on weighting counts of poor school' children

by median family incomes for states. The weights are intended.

to reflect vertical equity considerations.

If Poor School Children Count Reelaced Title I lity Criteria,

Current Poverty Standard
_

Assume the basis on which to allocate Title'I leral fundS'4,

the number of related children of school age, 5 to 17 years, from

families who. are poor according to the current Official-standard.
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/ Table .12. b
/

/(1) ,,
EstimaZaEligibl-
5-17 tion -
PL 89-1,0 Title I

for 71976

al and- Perc e\of Poo
'State and veity

(2)

Eligible under
1972 Title I-

,*

Re ated Children Aged'. b
fi/nition (in thousands)

timber
Moen,
Itivert'Y

De ipion

,5 (4)

CUrrent Poverty
7\Yeatf Thresh:Aar-,

fir Nonfarm
Adjustments

ears,

Calf National .

y'Nedian-
with SSA

farm Adjustments

(6)

Half State
F lir Median

les - with SSA
arm' justments

1
a

Percentage
of National
7btalal

a b
lexcentacje
of National

Ibtal 'Petal

a , -- b
/ \

I '_. 1/National (%;

1 \\
8030 0

)

-1
36.4

2687

15.7
. 14.3.
12148
28.1
52.4

Fermi
of Na
'Dotal

Fercen
of tta I

centage'

National,
. .

if ,

$
13349.2 13607.3

3.3 4755 .56 - 4944 3.79

.45 47.5 , .36 1 47.5 .36

.20 33.8 I14.25 1 31.2 .24

.18 28.8 .21 24.1 4:
1.70 233.9,x.52

.35 .35 43.0 33
.65 , 92t7 .69; 114.7 3(8

12.8.6 18354' 13.75 18819 14.41.

7.02' 952 7.14 10240 7:86\

1.88 277 2.08

3.96 6 2 4.53 5236 / 4.01

13.18 9293 14.45

2)

50/ 16.53

3.60 5252 3.93/ 547 6 4.20

1.54 2506 1.88' 28.5 2.17

3.85 5371 4.0 628.3s-- 4.82

2.77 3911 2.93 4650 3.57

1.43 2253 1,168 231.6 1.78

6.97 12411 /9.30 ' 7.37

1.30 2067 / 1.55 2214 1.70

.97 1606 ' 141.7 1.09,-

2.25 .306"2 / 2.29 288.3

.39 566 .4 46.1 7 .35

.43 677/ 47.7 .37

.69 102 / 8 r 94.7 .73

.93 1 / 1.00 121.6 . .93

;,:;"

'20.77 9.9 19,63 2407.6 18.41

'-.23 .2 .26 35.4 .27

r 1.41 227.0 1.74

ri

.49 61. ' .46 65.8 .50

2.73 3 0 2.41' 345.2 2.65

Total \ '1 lbtal __

U.S. 'Petal 8705.6

New England
maine

leaVertV
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

MI Atlantic
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

East North
Central
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
'Wisconsin

West North
.Central
Minnesota
Iowa

, Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

333.8
40.1
17.2
15.8
157.6
29.6
73.5

1384:6
788.8
.215.8

380.0

1271.3
290.8
133.2

/ 390.7
325.9
130.7

559.3
115.5
83.6

178.7
28.1
36.0
48.0
69.4

South Atlantic 1656.1

Delaware 18.8

Maryland 127.0

District of
Columbia 46.9

Virginia 222.8

5567.4

3.83 .49

.46 27.4

.20 9.9

1.81 / 146.5
25.8

.84 .' 64.5

15.90

9.06
2.48
4.36

14.60
3.34
1.53
4.49
3.74 .

1.50

1296.7
747.9
223.6
325.2

908.7
217.5
73.6

315.1
232.5
70.0

5.20
.50
.20

.20

2.60
' .50

_1.20

'23.20

13.40
-4.00

5.80

16.40
3.90
1.30
5.70
4.20
1.30

7930.2

268.5 3.39 i

36.4 .464
15.5 .20"

14.3 .1

121. 1.

52L4

10385
284.8
119.4
306.

219

1,6r 6

6.43 327.0 5190 5

1.33 71.5 ill.30 i 97.0

49.8 .90 ,-..-.1--794.96

-2.05 //, 94.6 1.10' // 177

.32 / 12.9/ .20 ." 33
.42 17.9,/ .3e
.55 10,3 .50 .4

.80

19.03 25.0 13.10f
.22'

.

10.8 .26
1.46 97.0 00
.54 1 43.7 .1".80

2.56 110.8 2.0

IC'

102 12 99
562.4 7.09

316.8 .99

50.6 .96

.A /7

8

6 3

. 1

.87

.77

1t36

6:76
1.22
.93

2.24
.38

.41

52.5/ .66

72.6 .92'

.1.6511.3 20.82
.24

112.9. 1.42
/

39.3 .50

/' 216.8 ' 2.73

10330

563.7
151.1

318.2

10580
288.7
123.3

308.9
222.1
115.0

5598

, 104.4
78.0

\ 180.9
\ 31.7

\3,4.3

55,6
74.'

1667.5
18.8

39.3
'219.3
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',"- (4) .

\o
)

(61'

a /1
- j/-/

West Virginia. 109.0 1.25 50.2 112.8 1.42 113.6 1.41 179.2 1.34 132.9 1.02

North
Carolina

308.5 3.89'

, . ,
. .

,,

, -
314.4/ -.3.92 . -493%0' 3.69

319.5 3.67 123.6 2.20
_424.0 ' .25

South
Carolina 208.9 2.40 75.8 1.40 21.9 2":74 221.0 2.75 278.3 2.)3315.2 2.36

7/1;3.2 3.90 e 474.2J, 3.55
Georgia 297.8 3.42 93.1 1.70 310.7., 392'

447.4 3.4
.--,.

Florida' 305.4 3.51 120.0 2.20 314.6 ' 3.97 314.6 3.92 504.2 -r-"; -3.78 451.64: 1.46
.,.

- -. 0

East South
..

../........_

,

Centrai t 1000.7 11.50 375.9 6.80 '1009.1 22.72 1027.6\ 12.80 4 1521.4 11.40/

Kentucky 212.9 2.45 98.3 1.80 210.0 2.6 217.1 \ 2.70 338'.6 2.54

1261.0 9.67

277.2 2.13

'ftinessee 248.9 2.86 81.8 1.50 252.2, .18 256.8 3.20 39i.6 2199 °' 322.9 2.48

Alabama 275.3 3.16 97.1 1:70 60 288.3 '3.59- 413.2 3.10 )61:4 2.77.

.'..- Missfssippi 263.6 3.03
,--1

98.7 1.80- ,-

285.2
/,30 265.4 3,,31 371.0 2.77 -% 299.5 2.30

West South
, .

Central 1239.5 14.24 469;2 8.40 1259/9 15.89 1270.6 15.82 1957.8. .14.67 1768.8 13.57,

Arkansas 156.6 1.80 52.2 .90 --- 161.3 2.03 ,! ' 163.4 2.03, 240.1 190 185.7 1.42

0 Louisiana 313.3 360 ,..-- 126.6 2.30 /327.6 4.13 330.2 4.11
,

476.1 3.57 410.3 3.15

4:*. Oklahana 125.5 1.44 ,.' 32.5 .60 /120.5 1.52 122.7, 1.53 199.1 1.45 174.2 1.34

Texas 644.1 7.40 257.9 4.60 '650.5 8.20

,

Mbuntain'
montana

353.3
26.1

4.05
.30

207:5
13.8

3.fi--- .352.3 4.44

8.15

4.43 \ 604.2 4.52
\ -

1042.5' --7.81 7.66

4.77

.2 / 25.7 .32 .32 , 55.9 .42 , 53.0 .41

Idaho 25.3 .29 13.0 .2, 23.5 .29 24.2 .30 47.2 .35 36.4 .28

Wyoming 10.4 .12 5.1.. ,1 9.1 .11 9.5 .12
-- '2,0.6- :15 20.1 .15 :

Colorado 77.2 .88 57.9 i1.0 78.5 .99 80.3 1.00 138.0 1.03 137.6 1.06

Arizona '. 86.5 .99
:1 11

.8 85.0
87.9 1.11.8

1.07

88.1
85.0

1.11
1.06

119:7
137.6.* 1.03

.89
129.2
166.2 1,28

.99New Nexico 81.8 .94 43.1

Utah 34.5 .40 .4 31.5 .39 31.6 .39 632 .47 52.11 .40

\ Nevada 11.5 .13 6.4 / .1 11.1 .14 11.1 .14 22.0 .16 25.1' .19

1

\ ,
5'

Pacific 906.8 10.42 912/2 .16.5 785.0 9.90 789.1 9.82 1330.0 9.96 11.79

1
-, Washington 98.9 1.14 .8 1.2 77.5 .98 .. 79.0 .98 142.1 1.06 1Ng.6 1.19

California 703.5 8.08, /780.8 14.0 7.78 619.5 7.71 "5- ',1022.8 7.66...._ 1198.3
A80 : 108.2

9't21Oregon 64.6 .74 /47.3 .8 58.8 .74 59.5 ---.73 `., 106.8 .83

25.3 .29 / 18.6 .3-

617.6

22.0 .28 22.0

-. 16.6 .12

.27 . 41.7 .31

_ '22.6 .17

48.9 .38

':".
i

Alaska 14.5 .17 / 8.7 .2 9.1 .11 9.1 .11

Hamill

^ 1

SCURCE: Colume (I) entries are processed data, excluding Puerto Rio, from "F,stinated distribution of funds under provisioni\of PL 89-10, Title I,

Part A, as anended: FY 1977" -- C4104:0EINCES, September 22, 1975. Coln ,(2) is procesSecltfroAdata,in Table I, "Nkimlotr of Low Income

Children under Original Grant Eligibility Standard, 1965-1972," in August;\1975 paper by Alaikansburg and-charles Cook (see footnote 453)."

Column 43) Special tabulations.
/ -ri-

Colunl (4) Special tabulations.
\ 1 ' / , .,. ' .

Column (5) Special tabulations (Katn-Miller).

,,,,, \

...

- } '-'
,:,

Caumn (6) Special tabulations (Kahn-Miller).
:

;-: .
..... ;

66
-= =
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se of iSstandard implies, 'of course, adjustMents_for family
,size-_and-pbmposition, age and sexof-family head, and farm/non- -

Amaxadjustments. The percentage.entries for.the_official standard ,

_in,001Umn_.,(4b) -can be compared to the Corresponding figures in

-cOlUmn_(1b), which show current Title Ipercentages. "for several

.states, Such as Maine, Iowae relatiye,sharebf
-lederallfunds received would change not at all.dr'only slightly.
-Tor-other states, notably those in the Mid Atlantic and.East South
.Central areas, rather, sharp differences emerge. These changes are,

attributable to' the exclusion of the AFDC -add -on in the column (4)

figures. Far example, under the existing Title I standard.nearly, 36

.-percent
r

t of the population of;Title I eligibles residein Mid Atlantic

states. Were eligibility detmined.solely by the current poverty
zbfficialstandard, these states would have roughly 20 percent fewer

Title I eligibles. The'opposite effect 'occurs in-the East South' t_

Central.States and other states with relatively loW AFDC standards.'

Would such shift in the allocation,of funds be desirable?,
.

Cne,can well imagine that'the degree of "desirabilityft.esti-

mated from the allocative shift might depend op many factors:such

as Where-one happened to live, the level of family income', and-the

presence of children. %Niecriteria, one less subjective than the

attitudes .of individuals, Such as state legislators who set AFDC

standards, is target efficiency. By this criterion states should

4
receive Federal educational fund Jupplements in proportion to-the
number of-educationally-disadvantaged school children (estimated by,

the number.of income - disadvantaged, or poor schodl children) in

the state. Target efficiency may be 'better served by a distribu--

tion_scheme based 'only on a-definition of poverty.

f .

If one accepts,the goal of target efficiency in Title I fund dis-

tribution andthat such'a goal is served by a sinale poverty definition
allocative scheme, one must next address the issue of which poverty

definition should be used. What are the effects. of selecting"as:a

t distribution base the existing definition or a relative poVerty
definition? Furthermore,'what difference do refinementd*such as
farm versus nonfarm scales and state versus national family median

-:--incomes make with regard to the distribution of Title I funds?
Finally, is it sufficient to count merely the poor sChoOl children?
Is it,not desirable to incorporate, in some way, an estimate of rela,7-

'tive need in the allocation of Federal funds? We next-examine these"

issues.

Table 12, columns (4a) and (4b), shows respectively, the total
number of poor school children by state using the current official
standard without a farm adjustment. The decimals in column (4b)

. can be regarded as weights to use in distributing Federal funds.

!For example, if $1 billion were to be distributed among the -54
states and the District of Columbia solely on the percentage
of the nation's poor children in-a_particular state, with no
cost-of-schooling adjustment factot, then the state of Maine

55 67
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would receive 0.45 percent or,$4.5 million. In.general;Ythere

are only minor-differences in the/figures in columns (3b) and

.(4b). In other words, dropping the farm poverty thresholl,dif7,,

ferential in the current poverty standard would make little,

.difference in the relative'allocation,Of Title 'I funds_iffihe

'litter dist ibution formula were based only on count of poor

children.' i

/

Relative Povert Start_ ;A with Natioria famil Income Median

If one counted poor school ehildrdn using a relatil0 poverty

definition instead of the current official poverty defidition, what

does this imply with regard to the geographic distribu4on of poor'

children and the associated allocat* of Federal funds;torthe various

states? In additi6n, within a relative poverty definitiion; we again

fOctis on the,iMpact made by the chOice of a state verses a national-.

' median income standard. Finally, we compare each relative pOverty

definition tot the current method of determining eligibility for Title I

funds.
f

Condider Table 12 and the entries in columns (4) and (5). If

one counts poor children on a relative income oasis, there is roughly

a 66 percent increase in the number of poor children over the official

definition method This is a national average. Between various

states certain patterns emerge.
First, notice the effect on states

with large perlations, including many poor children. Nearly one

out of three poor children using the relative poverty definiti6n

live in either New York,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Texas, or California.

For New York, Pennsylvania, a," Illinois, northern states with large

urban centers, the relative aL It of poor children increases if

_Ohe.uses_a poverty standard based on median income., For Texas

and California, the number of poor children increases absolutely,

but as a percent of the nation's, total poor children, declines

pre observed. Next, consider the states by income extremes. The

Mid Atlantic and East North Central States, in general, in 1969,

had median family income above the national average. In. contrast,

the South Atlantic, East South Central, and West South Central States

had below national average family incomes. We refer to -the. former as

,relatively rich and the latter as relatively poor. In the relatively

rich states, replacing the current official poverty measure with a

median-income-based relative poverty measure increases the relative

number of poor children. For the relatively poor states, the same

change leads to a lower percentage of the nation's poor children.

Relative Poverty Standard with State Family Income Median

We can extend the comparison to include relative poverty

based on one-half of median income for the states by comparing the

entries in columns (4b), (5b), and (6b). Two important results,

emerge. For the relatively rich states, we find use of state median

income nearly doubles the number of poor children over the official
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teak es and also causes a rise in the percentage of the nation's /

',_106or round in those states. For the relatively poor states, there

an-absolute increase in the number ofpoor phildren as we change

4bverty definitions from the current definition to one based on /

state-median income, but this increase is so small that relatively

fAte&i popr children are found in those-- states than before.

A second_resdlt is that regardless of which median income/

standard is choSen, state or national, a relative poverty standard

-results in relatively more poverty among schoolchildren in richer

states than if one uses the official definition.

.
For a distributional view,,, richer states will receive elatively

more funds than ,00rer states- on an allocative scheme bases on

either median income evert definition as sed to a d tribution

Ad eme s on e current stan ar , Secon y, wi in e re ative

poverty definitions, a state-ba#d median itieeme poverty/standard

implies more funds for richer states and less funds for Poorer states

than would occur if a national Median income were used./

The premises underlying tie -above conclusion are that (a) the

distribution of Federal funds impoverished school Children is

based solely on poverty counts, not poverty counts and AFDC partici-

pant counts, and (b) cost-of=schooling adjustments arnot affect the

main qualitative conclusions,! than and Miller reached the conclusion

that absolute versus relative poverty definitionS would not appreciably

alters the allocation of TitleI funds among the states. However,

they sought to replicate the actual Title I eligibility and'distribu-

tion formula, whereas I delibgagy eschewed the APDC participant

adjustment which has regional implications. In addition, khan and

Miller made no adjustment/fOr family size and composition or farm/

nonfarm residence when cotparing absolute and relative poverty.

Given'the importance of egdivalency scales from a/conceptual stand::

point, it is possible t; ;their estimates of Title I impacts were

affected by not adjusting 5or equivalent income. ,54/ -What-afe the

distributional implications! of continuing to assume school costs

do not matter and replacing\the Title I eligibility criteria with

a relative poverty definition? To answer this question compare the

entries in columns (lb) and1(6b). What such a comparison really

reveals is tht impact using relative measures as the basis for

distributing fdnds, rather than the present formula which;includes

consideration of AFDC count as well as poverty-cOunts. As And

eligibility rules do not cluster acc:Tding,to census area, it is

difficult to generalize. For southern states, there is a slight

tendency to increase the percentagepf'eligiblesjising a national

median income poverty standard and decrease.the percentage of

eligibles using state median -come poverty measure.-- For north---

ttates,use of either median income Standard reduces the

of eligibles below that currently in use for Title I.
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Alternative Distribution_-----_-

Table 13 shows several illustrative Federal fund allocative

schemes under several poverty definitions. Poor school-aged children

-ounts form the base on which the allocative weights a4e built.

C umns (1), (2), andi(3) show, respectively, officialldefinition

national median, income and state median income poverty counts.

These entries repeat the,Column percentages of Table 9. As we

mentioned earlier, under a distribution formula based on the num-

berofpoor in a state as a percentage of the nation's poor,

relatively rich states stand to receive more?funds-tOan poorer

states if one uses a median poverty definition than pith the._

current poverty definition. Is such a result realll fair?

That is, many would agree that such an.effect runs-Oounter"to

the 'concept of vertical equity. Vertical equity issues are usually

raised with regard to comparisons of, forinstanceetax burden on

individual of different income levels. Comparing states of dift.

ferent income -levels is zimilar, but not exactly the same thing.

If we assume-that the income distribution shapes are similar

from one state to another and that only the median incomes differ,

then one wayto achieve parity between the distribution of 'Federal

funds to poor school children in a relatively low-income state and

poor school children in a relatively rich state is to weight the counts

of"poor students by the reciprocal of the medianlincome of the state.

In this manner, one can avert the questionable distributional con-

sequences noted, above when we based distribution schemes- solely

on a median income poverty definition, especially state median

income.
I

Columns (5), (6), and (7) present relative allocative weights

associated with official definition, nationaymedian income, and

state median income poverty standards, respectp.vely. The effect

of adding the inverse of state median income to allocate fewer

Federal funds to states that are already relatively well-off.

For example, according to Table 9, coIiimn (1)1, which shows entries

for Title I allOcative weights if current eligibility criteria were

used as a distributional criteria, shows thai New York would receive,

over 9 pera7EFrEEFt7arly $1.9'billion diStributed annually under

Title I. This assumes no school cost adjustment in the current scheme,

but includes AFDC participation. If we drop the AFDC-factor in the

current scheme and base an allocative scheme on the percentage of the

nation's poor children living in a state and weight that scheme by

the inverse of average income in the state,' New York, according

to Table 10, column (5),,would receive 5.784percent of total Title I

funds. Similarly, Illinois, now receiving/4.49 percent, would receive

3.05:percent under the revised scheme. Relatively low-income states,

however, would experience the reverse tendency. South Dakota in 1969

had a median family income of $7,490 as opposd to $9,560 for the na-

tion. Hence, South' Dakota would increase"its share of Title I

funds from 0.42 percent to 0.50 percent.',The low increase reflects
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Table 13. Foor, Related Schoolch4dreen Weighted Distributional Schemes Using
Alternative Poverty Counts and State Median Family Income for 1970

U,

U.S. lb

land
ine

Newliampadre
Vermont.
Massachusetts
Phodelsland
Connecticut

Mid Atlantic
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

_East North Central

Ohio
Indiana
I11irx Is
Michigan
Wisconsin

West North Central
Minnesota
Iowa

Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

Poverty hinters
Based on Current
Poverty Thresholds
(Nonfarm)

(2)

Poverty Numbers
Based on One-Half
National 'Median

Family InooMe
Using SSA, NOnfarm,
Equivalency Stales'

(3)

Poverty Numbers
Based on One-Half
State Median Family
Income Using SSA,
Nonfarm Equivalency
Scales

(4)

1969 Median
Family
Inane

(5) ',.(6) (7)

Allocation_ Allocation ,. Allocation

Scheme Set by Scheme Set by Schema Set by

Percentage of Pxcetage of Percentage of

Nation for Nation for Nation for

Product of Product of . Product of

col ..(1) x Col (2) x Col (3) x
1/Col (4) 1/Col (4) 1/Col (4)`

8030.0 _133492 ,13007.3 9596

268.7 471.9 494.4, 10731 2.84 3.12 3.24

3C.4 47.5 47.5 8220 .48 .40 .40

15.7 33.8 31.2 " 9698 .18 .24 .22

14.3 28.0 24.1 8974 :17 .22 .18

121.8 226.5 233.9 10981 1.22 1.43 1.48

28.1 42.6 43.0 9734 ,.31 .30 .30

52.4 92.7 114.7 12045 .47 .53 .66

1033.0 1835.4 1881.9 10472 10.86 12.24 12.48

563.7 952.9 1024,6 10719 5.78 6.18 6.66

151.1 277.3 334.3 11589 1.42 1.66 2.01

318.2 605.2 523.0 9568 3.64 4.40 3.81

1058.0 1929.3 2155.0 10660 10.88 8.59 14.09

288.7 525.2 547.6 10376 3105 .64 3.68

123.3 250.6 282.5 9967 1.35 .61 1.97

308.9 537.1 628.3 11096 3.05 3.36 3.94

222.1 391.1 465.0 11174 2.17 2.43 2.90

115.0 225.3 231.6 10080 1.25 1.55 1.60

559.8 1034.4 41..5 9017 '6.90 8.06 7.47

104.4 206.7 221.4 9928 1.15 / 1.44 1.55

78.0 160.6 141.7 9055 .94 1.23 1.09

180.9 306.2 288.3 8935 2.22 2.38 2.25

31.7 56.6 46.1 7836 .44 .50 .41

34.3 67.7 47.7 7490 .50 .62 .44

55.6 102.6 94.7 8597 .70 .83 .76

74.9 134.0 121.6 8725 .94 1.06 .97
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(1) (2) \

South Atlantic 1667.5

Delaware 18.8

Maryland 113.3'

Districtof;Ctlumbia 39.3

Virginia 219.3

West Virginia 113.6

North Carolina , 314.4

South Carolina 221.0

Georgia i13.2

Florida 314.6

EaseSouth Central 1027.6

Kentucky 217.1

Tennessee_ 256.8

Alabama 288.3

Mississippi 265.4

West South Central 1270.6

Arkansas 163.4

--Louisiana 330.2

Oklahoma 122.7

Texas 654.3

O

A

"
,% ;-,

CT

Nbuntain
Montana
Idaho
Wymning
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
'Utah
Nevada

355.7
25.9
24.2
9.5
80.3
88.1
85.0
31.6
11.1

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

..,

2619.9; 2407.6 8564 22.06 21.88

34.21.
/- 35.4 10255' ,.20 .23

194.1 227.0 11206 1.10 --- 140

61.8 65.8 9606 .44 .44

354.0
2.64 2.79

493.0

?.413N
7770 ' 4.43 4.41

9076
-, 1.68 1.68

1/9.2
424.0

3.17 2.87

51,6

78t147---
4.16, ....1...,-4.23

431--....,,.... 447.4 4.20 4.03

77.2

:46'
---- 3.19 3.16

........ -__
-

1521.4. 261.0 --------__ 16.11( 15;08

398.6 .9 7446,-.Z: 3.78 3.72

371.0 29 .5
3 k4

____.-

6068

4.35
4.79 ,4.25

3.95
413.2

i

17.83
1957.8 176q 7964

476.1 410.3
185. 0 6271 2.85

4.80240.1

iE199.1 174.2 1.74

1042.5 998.6 %
8.42

19174
1.41
.47

2.65
1.25'

3.80
2.54

;101

12.52
-2.59

3.02
3.47
3.44

17.36 15.61

2.66 2.06

4.40 3.80

1.79 1.57.

88.51 8.18

618.6 573.5 9112 4.40 4.81 4.45

55.9 53.0 '8547 .33 .45 .43

47.2 36.4 - '8405 .32 .39 .30

20.6 i-
'20.1 9030 .11 .15 .15

138.0 137.0 9568 .92 1.00 1.00

134.1 119.7 7845 1.23 1.18 1.06

137.6 129.3 9206 1%01 1.03 ' .97

63.2 52.3 9342 .37 .47 .38

22.0 25.1 10779 .11 .14 .16

Pacific 789.1, 1330.0 133.6 10691. 8.01 8.62 9.95

Whahingbon 79.0 142.1 155.6 10489 .82 -..94 1.03

Cregon 59.5 106.8 108.2 9498 .68 .78 .79

California , 619.5 1022.8 1198.3 10828 6.27 6.57 7.71

Alaska , 9.1 16.6 22.6 12507 .08 .09 .13

. Hawaii' 22.0 41.7 48.94 11664 .20 .24 .29

MOM: Special -tabulations prepared by the 8ureau of the Census.

COlumn (1)', Same as Column (4), Table 12.
Column (2), Same as Column (5), Table 12.
Column (3), Same as Column (6), Table 12.
Column A4), Same as Column (5), Table 10.
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:Ole :fact that relatively few-poor-children live in South .

1akota poor southern states with many poor children,- such as

*:Alabama, would.stand to increase their' share of-Title I funds

from--3.16 percent to 4.1,5 percent. Other comparisons can be made

for;i-dther states.
, .

1!4peveral criticisms can be made' of the proposed-alternativ4_
itleq, distribution scheme. 'F*E, the data base reflect 1969

l/conditions which may.not be reIevanttoday in 1977. This points

to a-need for stateTreliabl incOme data tO be collected more fre-

quenelyehan every ten ye s. The current official poverty lines
Aue,updaied-each year pyi he-CPX,_but changes in the relative geo-
graphic location of theefpoor are not estimated in the alternative..

scheme we,proposel(grfin the Current Title-I-sCheme). Secondly._

the goal of Title ;/is to proVide aid to educationaAy disadvan-

eaged.children. We hàvéhot providellschool-district-Specific

poor counts. /

' A third criticism are.) points to the need for more data.

-\- Ii,np1ied .in the state income-weighting procedurerreihe assumption

that real income does not vary between states.. This assumption is
'consistent with most Federal administrative uses-of SSA poverty
,standards, but may be an incorrect assumption. If high-inctme

states also have high relative prices of goods and cervices and if

high-income states have relatively greater gaps between their edu-

cational needs and their local fiscal capacity, then use' of the income

inverse weight may haVe been too severe in highiticome states.. What

is needed are state-Specific measures of real gaps between needs and

fiscal capacity. As an intermediate, step in this process, state-

specific average prices for goods and services could also be used

N.,
- ---.

1
N

I N
i N.

to adjust current poverty lines.

,We conclude that these criticisms are general criticisms

which can be applied to the current Title I scheme and-are not

unique to the alternatives we examined.

Two alternative distribution schemes are shown in columns (6)

and (71_2f_TAble_13,--These are based on the relative poverty sten-

dards-we'have been discussing plus the income reciprocal used to

weight current poor children cognts. The_ene.r-ies are provided for

interested readers.
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CONCLUSION

This-Paper includes.r-ai-qe.iietai view of important issues one

must consider in developing economic definitions of povetity.

How the poverty standard is set and how it is adjusted over time

are two important aspects in distinguishing the two main alternative

poverty definitions: absolute and relative poverty. In-the concep-

tual section, we*also review carefUlly the components of income,

equivalency scales, and-geographic cost-of-living differences, each

anvtMportant aspect of the current official poverty standard and of

relative poverty measures.--'----

,

In the empirical section, we compare poverty counts with the

current official, poverty definition to one based on one-half median

family income. COMparisons are made according to chatacteristics

of the poor and geographical location of the poor. Changes.in poor_

family characteristics and geographical distribution between,167,_

and 1473 were also examined. Finally; we examine empiricallY

selected examples of how choice of a povefty definition alters

the distribution of Federal fUnds to the states. No exact distri-

bution formulas are_used, but the directional changes'in relative

allocation weights associated with the current definition versus

medium income-based poverty are probably reliable estimates of,

actual directional changes. Within the 'program TevIewT-particular

attention is given to Title I, ESEA, implications. Several alternate

tive schemes to the current Title I allocative formula ate developed

for illustrative purposes which are based, ih part, on relative

pOverty definitions.

To be ,"officially," "statistically" poor in this country_has

meant, for the last decade or so, to have an annual income which

is below the appropriate cell in the 124-cell-matrix of official in-
.

come threshold-in recent years, however, increasing ptogram use

has been made of a median income-based poverty standard. Aside from

a review of conceptual problems, common to either poverty standard,

the maincontribution of this paper has been anempirical, tabu-

lar analysis of these two concepts .of poverty.
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